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 Writing the first scholarly work on Aldwyth’s extraordinary collage and assemblage art 
has been an at times daunting and insurmountable task. Luckily, I have had lots of help along the 
way. Without Aldwyth herself, this thesis would be a story only half told. The addition of her 
voice – her perspectives on her art and the greater art world – has given this thesis a personal 
dimension, thoroughly amplifying my visual analysis and critical argumentation. The mentorship 
and friendship of Bernie Herman has given me the confidence and ability to write this thesis. His 
ways of seeing and interpreting the world have shaped me as a scholar, curator, and creative. 
Mark Sloan has also proven indispensable to this project, as have Frank Konhaus, Ellen Cassilly, 
and Olympia Stone. I am deeply grateful to the Department of American Studies – with special 
thanks to Gabrielle Berlinger – for giving me the space to work on this thesis and the ability to 
explore the many different Americas on offer. Many thanks as well to Rick Rhodes and the 
Halsey Institute of Contemporary Art for allowing me to use images of Aldwyth’s work in the 
text of this thesis. 
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Introduction: The World According to Aldwyth 
I: 
In the instant of encounter, The World According to Zell (1997-2001) overwhelms. This 
79x76” collage (Figure 0.1) contains each of the over 2,500 woodcuts from the two volumes of 
L. Colange’s 1871 Zell’s Popular Encyclopedia, a Universal Dictionary of English Language, 
Science, Literature, and Art, painstakingly excised and meticulously reordered by the 
contemporary American artist Aldwyth (b. 1935) and collaged into her own encyclopedic work.1  
What is most fascinating about The World According to Zell, however, is not just Aldwyth’s 
fantastical rearrangement of thousands of images gleaned from an encyclopedia, but rather, how 
Aldwyth’s work reorders the ways in which we view and interpret knowledge as a system of 
representation. The World According to Zell contains and represents a particular expression of 
knowledge, presenting a compelling question: how does Aldwyth’s use of epistemological 
frameworks problematize and transform the very ways in which we understand arbitrarily 
ordered worlds? To answer this question, I turn to the larger body of Aldwyth’s collage and 
assemblage art, using critical frames of affect, materiality, and narrative, as well as the conceits 
of the encyclopedia, constellation map, and the image of an ant called the Megaloponera foetens  
in an archaeology of art that privileges the work over the critical frames that would contain it. 
 
1 “L. Colange” is most likely Auguste Leon de Colange (1819-unknown), an American author of numerous 
reference books and encyclopedias, including: Zell’s Popular Encyclopedia (Philadelphia: T. Ellwood Zell, 1871); 
French Pictures with a Pencil and Pen (Boston: Estes and Lauriat, 1879); The American Dictionary of Commerce, 
Manufactures, Commercial Law, and Finance (Boston: Estes and Lauriat, 1880-1881); The Heart of Europe: from 
the Rhine to the Danube (Boston: Estes and Lauriat Publishers, 1883); The National Gazetteer: a Geographical 
Dictionary of the United States, Compiled from the Latest Official Authorities and Original Sources (Cincinnati: 
J.C. Yorston and Company, 1884); Standard Encyclopedia: a Summary of Universal Knowledge with Pronunciation 
of Every Subject Title, for Teachers, Pupils and Families (Standard Encyclopedia Company, 1899); and New 
Century Encyclopedia and Dictionary; a Summary of Universal Knowledge with Pronunciation of Every Subject 
Title for Teachers, Pupils, and Families (Philadelphia: Franklin Book Company, 1903). 
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At the center of The World According to Zell, Aldwyth has assembled the encyclopedic 
array of leafy and flowering plants, each flourishing, surrounded by various animals, insects, and 
objects ranging from Grecian urns on pediments and columns to musical instruments. Encircling 
Figure 0.1: The World According to Zell (1997-2001). Collage with pencil inscription and magnifying glass attachment on 
Okawara paper, 79x76”. Collection of the Ackland Art Museum. Photographer: Rick Rhodes. Courtesy Halsey Institute of 
Contemporary Art. 
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this botanical garden are choruses of the busts of men and women, staring into the distance. A 
sharp eye might pick out William Shakespeare, Andrew Jackson, Martin Luther, or René 
Descartes, all facing inward towards Aldwyth’s paradise. Moving towards the peripheries, the 
artist presents six clusters of objects amid what one might perceive to be empty space. Upon 
closer inspection, however, these clusters – from left to right Landscape, Technology, Still Life, 
Abstraction, Portraiture, and Science – foreground a sea of disparate and lonely images, 
interspersed among Aldwyth’s penciled-in statement on the effects of technological production 
on collage-making. On the work’s edges, ordered rows of things, representing categories of art 
history, life history, architecture, and amorphous miscellany, excite the eye, inviting close 
looking and boundless curiosity. 
Aldwyth created The World According to Zell from the images in the two volumes of 
Colange’s 1871 encyclopedia, given to her by her sister after a trip to Canada.2 She recalls 
cutting out the images from the encyclopedia, done originally without any particular artistic 
ends. When each image was cut, she placed it in its appropriate place, eventually ending up with 
“all these little frozen food containers” full of categorized images.3 With her vast collection of 
150-year-old woodcuts from Zell’s Popular Encyclopedia in hand, Aldwyth then began grouping 
them on a large sheet of Okawara paper,4 starting with the central floral arrangement before 
moving to clusters of insects, towns, waterways, and so on.5 Through this act of ordering, 
Aldwyth has reshuffled the alphabetical categorizations of Zell’s Popular Encyclopedia, 
transforming a coterie of illustrations into active embodiments of encyclopedic text. She has also 
reconfigured an antiquated representation of knowledge, reminding us of the arbitrariness of all 
 
2 Aldwyth in conversation with the author, July 21, 2020.  
3 Ibid. 
4 A soft handmade Japanese paper made of kōzo (paper mulberry) fibers and sulphite. 
5 Aldwyth in conversation with the author, July 21, 2020. 
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such representations. Where once images accompanying expository entries for Abacus, 
Abatement, Abbotsford, Abdomen, Abou-Hannes, Absalom, Abyssinia, Acacia Catechu, 
Acanthocinus Speculifer, Acanthurus Phlebotomus, and Acarus Ricinus fell one after another on 
the columned page, they have now been ripped from their origins and organized according to 
their visual quality alone. Birds are organized by virtue of their “birdness,” rather than by 
species. Places are organized not by geographical location, but by the nature of their artistic 
rendering. King Henry VIII and William Tecumseh Sherman are pasted in close proximity to 
each other not because of any historical grouping, but because the regal accoutrements of the 
Tudor king contrast well against the primly buttoned coat worn by the general.  
The World According to Zell is an encyclopedia without words, relying on visual 
associations to communicate encyclopedic knowledge. As Aldwyth writes in her description of 
the piece: “an encyclopedia is a snapshot of what is deemed important at that time by that 
compiler / this is a compilation of those same images rearranged as this artist responds to them at 
this time.”6 In Zell’s Popular Encyclopedia, one can read of people forgotten by history, places 
long left behind by 150 years of forward movement, animals now extinct, monuments destroyed, 
texts today unread, and knowledge no longer trafficked in popular discourses. This disjuncture in 
what knowledge is included in Zell’s Popular Encyclopedia exposes the ephemerality and 
arbitrariness of the text, and of the encyclopedic form writ large before the digital era. What is 
published in the printed encyclopedia was bound to change over time as different permutations 
and combinations of what was deemed important by their compilers and publishers waxed and 
waned. Time has transformed Zell’s Popular Encyclopedia into a relic – Aldwyth has 
transformed it into a prescient statement on the ordering (and disordering) of contemporary 
 
6 Aldwyth, Mark Sloan, and Rosamond Purcell, Aldwyth: Work v. / Work n. – Collage and Assemblage 
1991-2009 (Charleston: Halsey Institute of Contemporary Art, 2009), 94. 
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society. 
Looking at The World According to Zell requires a twofold project: one must consider 
what is present in Zell’s Popular Encyclopedia and what is present in Aldwyth’s appropriation of 
that work. Zell’s Popular Encyclopedia is one of many such books published in the nineteenth 
century which claim to encapsulate all knowledge. One reviewer, writing for the Maine Farmer, 
framed it as a “complete English dictionary,” a “complete gazetteer of the world,” a “complete 
biographical dictionary,” and a compendium explaining “every law, medical, mechanical, 
architectural and scientific term,” all “in the plainest and most intelligent manner.”7 While 
undoubtedly written in an attempt to understand and order the world, any pretensions of 
universality in Colange’s volumes should be rejected. Zell’s Popular Encyclopedia is 
unsurprisingly incomplete, presenting an epistemological compass that is a product of its time, 
lacking (by contemporary standards) in images and entries on women, indigenous peoples, and 
people of color. This could be easily explained by the time and place of Zell’s publication. Yet, 
this reading is too simplistic. As Aldwyth highlights, The World According to Zell puns on the 
pretensions to universality of Zell’s Popular Encyclopedia, exposing the shortcomings and 
epistemological arrogance of Colange’s universe through the explication of a decidedly not-
infinite and incomplete picture of “the world” according to T. Ellwood Zell, the work’s 
publisher, and L. Colange, the work’s author.  
As in other pieces by Aldwyth – like Document (1999-infinity), exhibiting the excised 
indices of the artist’s college art history textbooks (John Canaday’s 1959 Mainstreams of 
Modern Art and H.W. Jansen’s 1962 History of Art) alongside her own penciled-in additions to 
 
7 “Editor's Table: ZELL's POPULAR ENCYCLOPEDIA; a Universal Dictionary of the English Language. 
Science, Literature and Art. by L. Colange, LL. D. in Two Volumes. Vol. II. I-Z. Philadelphia: T. Ellwood Zell, 
1871.” Maine Farmer (1844-1900), Oct 21, 1871, 2. 
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include those missing and left out of the art-historical narrative, and its continuation, Anonymous 
(1999-infinity), the unfinished list of unknown artists represented by the negative space from 
those indices – The World According to Zell implicitly raises questions about the ways in which 
knowledge, then and now, is organized. For instance: what is the power of this reorganization of 
Zell’s Popular Encyclopedia in the modern day, enacted through the necessary violence of 
collage as a means of reversing contemporary power imbalances? How does The World 
According to Zell revise the epistemological ills and faults wrought by Colange’s 1871 
encyclopedia? How can we look to the artistic rendering of empirical knowledge to understand 
the ways in which that knowledge is itself ordered? Most importantly, however, how do we 
extend this work beyond the circuital relationship between Aldwyth, Zell’s Popular 
Encyclopedia, and the viewer of The World According to Zell to a greater dialogue on the 
relationship between artist, material, and audience? This is the greater work of my thesis. 
II: 
 Aldwyth is an American contemporary artist, born in 1935 to a transient United States 
Navy family. She recalls making art from a young age, creating a vibrant jungle mural in her 
fifth-grade classroom during school hours and drawing horses and naked women to sell to her 
classmates (the girls and boys, respectively) in her spare time. She made mud pies, worked in her 
father’s darkroom, and sewed with her mother, always working, always making. Aldwyth made 
art all through high school and college, refining her academic skills at the University of Hawaii 
and the University of South Carolina, before marrying and settling on Hilton Head Island in 
Hilton Head, South Carolina. What she characterizes as a stifling twenty-year-long marriage 
dulled her artmaking. A divorce in 1973 freed her to “immediately” begin painting again.8 From 
 
8 Aldwyth in conversation with Olympia Stone, October 26, 2019. 
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then, she painted and worked odd jobs around Hilton Head as an electric meter reader, real estate 
agent, and home cleaner, while raising her three sons. Today, she lives and works in her home 
studio, a 900-square-foot octagonal house on Deer Island, Hilton Head. Her daily routine does 
not change: each morning, she wakes up well before sunrise, reads the updates from prominent 
art publications like Hyperallergic, Burnaway, The Art Newspaper, Colossal, and Nowness 
online,9 plays a round of puzzle games,10 walks on Hilton Head Beach until the sun rises, takes a 
picture of the sunrise for a select group of friends, goes home, gets ready for the day, and spends 
the rest of the day making art. At the end of her long day, she eats dinner, goes to sleep, and 
repeats.11 
 Her art emerges out of her curiosity. She makes to make, to explore the possibilities of 
making, and to make herself happy.12 In conversation, Aldwyth told me about her artistic 
evolution, starting with her work as a painter. She painted for many years, taking pride and joy in 
her work. Then, she “got to the stage where there wasn’t anything I wanted to paint.”13 
Additionally, she began to feel like she could not paint without painting in the style of other 
artists – Pierre Bonnard’s use of color and Philip Guston’s form, for example, were things she 
ardently admired, but her works seemed derivative when compared to theirs. This lack of 
motivation and impulse for originality, along with the cost of framing her painted works for entry 
into art shows, led her to explore alternative modes of creating art.  
She arrived at her assemblage works in the late-1980s, using objects she found and 
collected to make art about art. In Two invaluable works of reference (1990), for instance, she 
 
9 Mark Sloan in conversation with the author, June 30, 2020. 
10 Aldwyth in conversation with Olympia Stone, October 26, 2019. 
11 Aldwyth in conversation with the author, July 21, 2020. 
12 Ibid. 
13 Ibid. 
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presents a constructed blue box fitted with a hinge. In the left part of the open box, a painted 
white egg lies on its side. She calls this piece This is Not an Egg. On the right part, called This 
is!, Aldwyth has microwaved an egg and wax, formed the amalgamation into a cube, and hung it 
with string from a hook. This piece parodies the concept undergirding René Magritte’s La 
Trahison des images (The Treachery of Images), substituting the artist’s surrealist pipe with an 
egg. Pushing the limits of Magritte’s work further, however, Aldwyth presents an actual egg 
alongside her representation of the egg. This is one of many quips, jabs, puns, and parodies 
Aldwyth offers in her assemblage work, made primarily from the late-1980s, in the wake of 
Hurricane Hugo, until 2001. Her Windows series (1999-2001), displaying deft attention to 
material and a retrospective art-historical eye, represent the end of the line. She has made only 
collage works since then. 
Now eighty-five years old, Aldwyth continues to produce collage art every day. While 
she made her share of small collages in the 1990s and early 2000s, her primary focus today is on 
the creation of monumental collages, all invariably about art itself. While she confesses she 
cannot pinpoint the origin of this metafunction in her art, she does recognize the ways in which it 
“use[s] other people’s work to tell a story…about art.”14 I will explore this metafunction in 
greater detail in Chapter III. Document, Anonymous, and The World According to Zell represent 
her first experiments in large collage. They do not use works of fine art (Document and 
Anonymous use the text and negative space of book indices, while The World According to Zell 
uses woodcuts meant for popular consumption). Casablanca (classic version)/Casablanca 
(colorized version) (2003/4-2006), Slip slidin, slip slidin away (2008-2009), What’s love got to 
do, got to do with it? (2007-2009), and Twinkle, Twinkle/Twinkle, Twinkle Verso (2013), on the 
 
14 Aldwyth in conversation with the author, September 4, 2020. 
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other hand, explicitly represent Aldwyth’s relationships with art, art history, and “the art world” 
as mediated through collaged images of artists and artworks themselves. 15 
A lifetime of looking and making has left Aldwyth curious and motivated. She has scores 
of different artworks to her name, many of which remain in her possession or in private 
collections across the United States. She is rigorous about recording her accomplishments, which 
are listed in an exhaustive curriculum vitae on her website.16 Here, one can see the breadth of her 
work and the depths of her influence, much of which has yet to penetrate “the art world” writ 
large. In one piece, re-su-mé/re-sume (1999), she has fashioned an anti-resumé, listing in a 
reconstructed wheeled specimen box all the things she had yet to do. As she writes, “[t]ypical re-
su-mé items (NEA Grant, Guggenheim Fellowship, MOMA Retrospective, etc.) are displayed on 
pins, like an insect collection. All the items NOT on my re-su-mé are marked with an X on the 
covering glass. No matter, one item marked with checkmark – WORK. With the wheels I 
smartly re-sume.”17  
Aldwyth recognizes she is not a “typical” artist – no doubt her extensive works suggest 
that on their own. Yet, her self-reflexive recognition places her far outside mainstream 
discourses of art.18 She has had one major exhibition during her career, a 2009-2010 travelling 
 
15 It should be noted that I use universal terminology here to describe the breadth of her artistic practice. 
While I argue for Aldwyth’s relationships with “art, art history, and ‘the art world’,” it remains to be argued as to 
whether or not Aldwyth’s work is truly universal in its use of art. From a visual analysis of the artist’s collage work 
featuring reproductions of artworks, there is a marked slant towards twentieth century “Western” art. This could 
result from the very canon itself which Aldwyth has been exposed to as a student and consumer of art books and 
periodicals, or it could represent a blind spot in her interpretation of the world. This work, while important, is 
outside of the scope of this thesis: many of her works are much too dense to fully account for all visual trends and 
images used. 
16 See http://www.aldwyth.com/c-v/. 
17 Aldwyth, “re-su-mé / re-sume,” Aldwyth, accessed October 11, 2020, http://www.aldwyth.com/re-su-
me-re-sume/. 
18 It is worth discussing the extent of Aldwyth’s relationship with the “mainstream.” Is it outside, on the 
margins, or merely feigning exteriority while very much playing to the interior of “the art world?” It is also worth 
discussing what a “mainstream” is in the art world, and to what extent the politics of alterity and distinction play a 
part in Aldwyth’s artmaking and reception as an artist. I will discuss this in Chapter III. 
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retrospective show at the Halsey Institute of Contemporary Art in Charleston, South Carolina, 
Aldwyth: Work v. / Work n. – Collage and Assemblage 1991-2009. She remains in relative 
anonymity outside of her own state – certainly collectors and curators know of Aldwyth and her 
work, but broader publics remain ignorant. No literature exists on the artist aside from local 
newspaper exhibition reviews and the catalogue for Work v. / Work n., which includes a short 
introductory essay by Halsey Institute of Contemporary Art curator Mark Sloan and a creative 
essay on Aldwyth’s imagery by American photographer Rosamond Purcell. This necessarily 
leaves many gaps. The work of this thesis then is not only to explore Aldwyth’s artistic 
epistemologies, but to provide a scholarly platform upon which the further exploration of the 
artist and her art can be viewed, interpreted, and appreciated by larger publics. 
III: 
Looking at Aldwyth’s art necessitates and precipitates a concerted archaeological project 
of excavation and interpretation. While not digging through earth and not touching the pieces 
(except by Aldwyth’s invitation, as in her User-Friendly Objets d’Art  or UFOs series from 
1992-3) as though they were artifacts, we are faced with a wealth of objects which we, as the 
viewers of the work of art, must parse. Like the artist in the process of creation, overwhelmed by 
the scenes she has laid out with intricacy and intention, we must create the piece in our own 
minds, identifying and pasting each object in its place. This is the process of interpretation. Like 
a poem, a natural scene, or a photograph, we are drawn to different elements of the work. We let 
different images and affects overtake us as we continue to look and continue to see in the act of 
active looking.19 Indeed, The World According to Zell can be read like a verbal text translated 
into the visual – that is, in fact, what the piece is.  
 
19 See Barthes’ discussion of punctum and studium in Roland Barthes, Camera Lucida: Reflections on 
Photography (New York: Hill and Wang, 2010). 
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Through an encounter with The World According to Zell, the viewer becomes aware of 
the ways in which regimes of order act upon them. They see the materials ordered by Colange 
and reordered by Aldwyth and are acted upon by the materials through the act of interpretation. 
Though each piece of Aldwyth’s puzzle is beyond small, each contributes to a comprehension of 
the piece as a whole. Like a puzzle, without one image it is incomplete. In fragments, the 
affective potential of The World According to Zell is diminished; as a whole, the piece 
overwhelms. Thus, deep excavation is of the utmost importance for a full interpretation of the 
work and of the ordered world. 
Because of this, we must consider an archaeological reading of Aldwyth’s art, shifting 
our critical emphasis onto the work as a constructed set of objects, ideas, and narratives. 
Historical archaeologist James Deetz describes historical archaeology as a process focused on 
“the seemingly little and insignificant things that accumulate to create a lifetime” – he uses this 
frame, meant to capture “the essence of our existence,” to explore Anglo/African American 
material cultures in the colonial period.20 Deetz’s emphasis on “small things forgotten” leads him 
to analyze the interconnected and vibrant remnants of early American houses, ceramics, and 
graves, teasing out different perceptions of the world from oftentimes similar artifacts.21 While 
Aldwyth’s work exists far from Anglo/African American folkways from the seventeenth to 
nineteenth centuries, we can use Deetz’s conception of historical archaeology and his emphasis 
on “small things” – both in conjunction with and independent of documentary evidence – to 
better understand Aldwyth’s collage and assemblage art. 
My methodologies for this project involve a synthesis of documentary interviews with the 
 
20 James Deetz, In Small Things Forgotten: An Archaeology of Early American Life (New York: Doubleday 
Dell Publishing Group, 1996), 259. 
21 Deetz, 210. 
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artist, in which we discuss her art, artmaking practices, and the ways in which they may exist in 
larger discourses on art, as well as the application of critical methodologies drawn from an array 
of disciplines, most notably archaeology, anthropology, and a poetics of everyday objects. I have 
consulted an interdisciplinary array of sources for this work and have also sought out the 
invaluable assistance of the veritable universe of Aldwyth acolytes in Chapel Hill, North 
Carolina. Curator Mark Sloan, collectors Frank Konhaus and Ellen Cassilly, and filmmaker 
Olympia Stone have all entered my orbit, and have provided me with ancillary nuance to better 
understand Aldwyth and her art.22 While Aldwyth has been more than willing to talk and laugh 
with me, answer my questions, and share the secrets of her art, other voices can fill in the gaps of 
things forgotten or misremembered over the years. This documentary evidence provides 
necessary background and context, although it does not leave me with a full picture. The idea of 
an archaeology of art, then, shifting the focus of my inquiry to the contents of the art itself, 
guides me here: I subscribe to Deetz’s philosophy, incorporating his notion that “[t]o gain an 
understanding of the story of a people, it is best to detail a picture of their life within a 
community and then relate that to the larger world.”23 My work with Aldwyth, then, details the 
artist’s life as expressed through her words and her objects. This work, effectively writing 
through and with the artist’s visual art and verbal narratives, is founded on the analytical 
practices of close looking and close reading. In theory, this is simple – in practice, however, 
there are some methodological stipulations I must acknowledge.  
 
22 Mark Sloan met Aldwyth in 1998. They soon became friends. Sloan used his influence as the curator of 
the Halsey Institute of Contemporary Art to place Aldwyth’s work in numerous museum and private collections and 
has aided in her advancement in the art world on several fronts for more than two decades. He also organized and 
curated Aldwyth’s only major exhibition to date, Work v. / Work n. Frank Konhaus is a collector of contemporary art 
and co-owner of Cassilhaus, a home-based artist residency and exhibition program, with his wife, architect Ellen 
Cassilly. Together, Konhaus and Cassilly own Cigar Box Encyclopaedia (2000) and re-su-mé/re-sume (1999). 
Olympia Stone is an independent producer of documentary films about eclectic art and artists, based in Chapel Hill, 
North Carolina. She is currently filming a documentary about Aldwyth’s life and work. 
23 Deetz, 188. 
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In looking at a work of art, I recognize the ways in which the art object’s artfulness and 
meaning are mediated and established through the act of looking.24 The interpretive relationship 
produced through the act of looking at art objects is not binary: to consider this confrontational 
act as merely a connection between viewer and object, artist and object, or artist and viewer 
alone is reductive. There are, indeed, webs of association at work in the instant of encounter. 
Questions of agency, affect, materiality, and narrative rely on the mediation of many variables; 
to think in binaries alone obfuscates the ties binding these different roles together, ignoring the 
ways in which art objects are conceptualized, produced, and consumed today. Consider the 
notion of aesthetic intentionality in the production of a work of art. A certain shade of red, a 
certain angling of a sculptural element, or a certain flourish of the pen, pencil, paintbrush, or 
chisel all change the work of art, and all work to communicate some degree of (sub)conscious 
motivation behind it. Aldwyth recalls, for instance, cutting out reproductions of works of art 
from art books, magazines, newspapers, and other publications, sometimes unaware of the ways 
in which they will eventually be used in her works. She knows, however, that they will be used. 
This degree of intention reflects the agency of the artist to choose the objects of her work, but 
also the agency of the object to act on the artist, inspiring her herself to act. In this first stage of 
inspiration, the relationship between the artist and the object is forged – in the second stage, after 
the work’s creation, landscapes of public reception open up.  
In museal spaces, the viewer is invited to experience the work of art, interpreting and 
divining meaning through the act of looking. The work of art can inspire, repulse, sadden, or 
excite – the hand of the artist and the affective agency of each object in the work of art act on the 
viewer. This work of interpretation is subjective; the artwork escapes from the artist’s grip as 
 
24 See John Berger’s first essay in Ways of Seeing (1972) for more on the ways in which meaning is 
mediated through the acts of looking (primary) and seeing (secondary).  
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meaning becomes individually determined.25 The tension between intended meaning and derived 
meaning is best visualized through the first instance of encounter with the work of art and the 
secondary act of reading any accompanying contextualizing text, be it by the artist themselves or 
a curator. The artist’s primary statement (the work of art) is put into dialogue with the 
contextualizing statement (the label or wall text) and the viewer’s own interpretations (the affects 
and associations gleaned from the act of looking). Thus, the act of looking evokes many different 
voices and points of view. It is easier, then, to zoom out, to consider the roles of artist, viewer, 
object, and curator in looking at and interpreting the work of art – to question the ways in which 
each orders the work of art is much more productive than questioning what each considers to be 
the work’s “true” meaning. 
In considering the roles of artist, viewer, object, curator, and so on, it is also important to 
consider the ways in which each role informs and shapes the others: the ways in which the 
viewer shapes the work of the artist and curator; the ways in which the object forges the viewer 
and the artist; the ways in which the curator shapes the artist and the object. French 
anthropologist Claude Lévi-Strauss’ culinary triangle explicates the oppositions and spaces of 
mediation between the raw, the cooked, and the rotten, allowing for an examination of the 
tensions between each contrasting category listed. Whereas Lévi-Strauss compares the different 
states of meat and the ways in which they are cooked (raw is roasted, cooked is smoked, rotten is 
boiled), I utilize contrasts between artist, viewer, and curator and explore the ways in which the 
work of art functions in relation to each. I use this structure of opposition and mediation to 
consider Aldwyth’s works, their materiality, their affect, and their ability to act and be acted 
 
25 See Alfred Gell, Art and Agency: An Anthropological Theory (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1998), 1-27, and 
John Berger, Ways of Seeing (London: Penguin Books, 1972), 7-34 for more on the agency and reception of art 
objects in various publics. 
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upon by others. These categorical tensions allow a consideration of the artwork and its elements 
not as absolutes, but as fluid categories; they enable an explication of the nuances and the 
shortcomings of the terms we use to define artists and their work, providing space for further 
negotiation and mediation of meaning between different binaries. 
My analysis of the epistemological frameworks of Aldwyth’s collage and assemblage art 
incorporates three conceits: the encyclopedia, the constellation map, and the recurring motif of 
the Cameroonian stink ant or Megaloponera foetens. All three are historically grounded 
representations of knowledge, used by the artist as both literal and metaphysical visual elements 
in her work. An understanding of each allows us to parse Aldwyth’s own art as an exercise in 
arbitrarily reordering an ordered world and gives us a locus around which to center our close 
looking. Each is worth briefly exploring here:  
First, the encyclopedia is a means of ordering knowledge on the basis of arbitrary 
structures. Things unrelated are forced into context with each other in an editorial exercise of 
power – animals, plants, people, places, and things are defined in terms of rigid taxonomies of 
thought and categorization, ignoring how they might differ from those with which they are 
grouped. The encyclopedia mediates our own relation to the world around us and to knowledge, 
as Michel Foucault points out in The Order of Things: An Archaeology of the Human Sciences.26 
The Enlightenment is considered the starting point for this work, though it is certainly still 
unfinished today. The encyclopedic form questions how we represent, order, and interpret 
knowledge. Sometimes this ordering is thorough and well-explained – other times, it is trite, 
comical even. Take, for instance, Jorge Luis Borges’ Celestial Emporium of Benevolent 
Knowledge, used in his essay “The Analytical Language of John Wilkins” to explore the 
 
26 Michel Foucault, The Order of Things: An Archaeology of the Human Sciences (New York: Vintage 
Books, 1994), xxi. 
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ramifications of alternative taxonomies. Supposedly discovered in an ancient Chinese 
encyclopedia, this system divides animals into fourteen categories: “(a) belonging to the 
emperor, (b) embalmed, (c) tame, (d) sucking pigs, (e) sirens, (f) fabulous, (g) stray dogs, (h) 
included in the present classification, (i) frenzied, (j) innumerable, (k) drawn with a very fine 
camelhair brush, (l) et cetera, (m) having just broken the water pitcher, (n) that from a long way 
off look like flies.”27 Foucault, chuckling, rightly calls this system “heteroclite”; we are unable to 
find a common locus around which to understand this taxonomy.28 It lacks place and life, it 
confuses, and yet it goes to show the ways in which these systems of ordering are firmly rooted 
in questions of power. As Robert Darnton notes in his essay on Denis Diderot and Jean le Rond 
d’Alembert’s Encyclopédie, one of the foremost documentary representatives of the 
Enlightenment, there is a danger in redrawing and delimiting the boundaries of the world of 
knowledge – indeed, what do we sacrifice in our rendering of an epistemological 
mappemonde?29    
Second, the constellation map represents an aesthetic, ideological, and cultural project. 
Constellation maps orient and guide our experience of the night sky, acting as visual 
representations of collected and accumulated knowledge. The knowledge of stars, planets, 
galaxies, and their relation to Earth remains integral today, so long as the sun continues to set at 
night. Like the encyclopedia, the known is explicated and drawn with accuracy and attention to 
perceived scale and detail. Unlike the encyclopedia, the unknown is cartographically rendered in 
the negative spaces of the map: we are given the rest of the universe to discover. While 
 
27 Jorge Luis Borges, “The Analytical Language of John Wilkins,” in Other Inquisitions, 1937-1952, trans. 
Ruth L.C. Simms (Austin: University of Texas Press, 1975), 103. 
28 Foucault, xvii. 
29 Robert Darnton, “Philosophers Trim the Tree of Knowledge: The Epistemological Strategy of the 
Encylopédie,” in The Great Cat Massacre and Other Episodes of French Cultural History (New York: Basic Books, 
1999), 193. 
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constellation maps have long had their place in discourses around art – medieval and early 
modern constellation maps are more aesthetic representations of a spiritual geography than 
scientifically accurate renderings of the night sky – it is only very recently that art began to 
subvert the scientifically-informed maps of the Enlightenment for something more whimsical.30 
Consider The Great Bear (Figure 0.2), a 1992 print by British artist Simon Patterson. Patterson’s 
appropriation of Beck’s famous map of the London Underground organizes knowledge and its 
 
30 Peter Turchi, Mapping the Imagination: The Writer as Cartographer (San Antonio: Trinity University 
Press, 2004), 37-40. 
Figure 0.2: Simon Patterson, The Great Bear (1992). Lithograph in color, framed in an aluminum London Underground frame. 
Private collection. Courtesy of Christies. 
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interstices using the colorful Tube lines on the simultaneously beautiful and utilitarian plasticine 
landscape. On the Victoria Line, Patterson maps the Italian artists (Vasari, Bronzino, 
Michelangelo, Titian); the Northern Line marks the saints (St. Anselm, St. Benedict, St. Cyr, St. 
Dominic, St. Elias, etc.). At the intersects on the map, epistemologies crash into each other. 
These are the spaces of mediation, like those in Lévi-Strauss’ culinary triangle. Moving away 
from the geographical map, Aldwyth’s use of the astrological maps in her collage art – most 
notably Twinkle, Twinkle/Twinkle, Twinkle (verso) – presents us with an epistemology of the 
night sky. She has taken the constellations and has made them her own, using them as structures 
of mediation between different art movements and artists of the twentieth century. This work is 
dynamic and multifaceted, allowing the viewer to explore hierarchies and geographies of art and 
artmaking. We can latch on to the playfulness and vision of this work, which allows us to see 
wonder is its most tactile form.   
 Last, the Megaloponera foetens, the most modern of these three conceits, which first rose 
to prominence in the 1980s as part of an exhibition at David Wilson’s Museum of Jurassic 
Technology in Culver City, California. The Megaloponera foetens is an ant native to the 
rainforests of Cameroon, which, according to Wilson, undergoes a process of inhaling a fungal 
spore. The spore consumes the ant, inhibiting its faculties and impelling it to travel from the 
forest floor to the heights of the rainforest canopy. There, it dies and is fully devoured by the 
spore, which transforms into a horn-like appendage. This appendage sprinkles spores onto the 
forest floor, repeating the process. Aldwyth utilizes this ant as a way of explaining her art and 
her artmaking processes.  
Each of these three conceits appears in Aldwyth’s art. In some, like The World According 
to Zell and Cigar Box Encyclopaedia (2000), a collection of twenty-six collaged cigar boxes 
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each decorated only with images and items representing a single letter of the alphabet, the 
encyclopedic form is transfigured, made visual but stripped of written language through 
Aldwyth’s hand. The constellation map appears as a way to visually organize disparate 
geographies of art and experience. Aldwyth has created cosmologies in her recent collage works, 
including Twinkle Twinkle/Twinkle Twinkle Verso (2013), a two-sided collage representing a 
map of the artist’s universe derived in artistic terms, and A not so Still Life in a Landscape 
(minimal) with Figures, sort of (2018), a collection of collaged flowers over a map of the 
Savannah River and the Georgia coastline. The Megaloponera foetens makes an appearance in 
every large collage by Aldwyth since The World According to Zell.  
IV: 
The critical and interpretive frameworks mentioned briefly above are applicable to other 
arts and artists across media, identities, and contexts. By positing a more inter/active  
understanding of art, I give new life to acts of close looking and formal analysis, as well as an 
archaeology of art that privileges the artwork over the critical frames that would otherwise 
contain it. In each of the three chapters succeeding this introduction, I work towards this ultimate 
goal while providing a foundation for further scholarship on Aldwyth, who, by the nature of her 
work and the virtue of her skill, deserves to be recognized as an important contemporary 
American artist working within a groundbreaking aesthetic idiom. While I certainly cannot do 
this work alone, this thesis is a fitting start. 
Chapter I of this thesis explores the relationship between materiality and Aldwyth’s 
epistemological frames through an analysis of Cigar Box Encyclopaedia (2000). Through the 
artist’s use of excised images and found objects, she renders the encyclopedic form visually, still 
reliant on language but much more abstractly. In this work and in other works by the artist, she 
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refers to the creative mode of bricolage, thus positing herself as a bricoleur. While this definition 
– the maker of ad-hoc constructions – is prevalent, it not entirely sufficient to describe the act of 
bricolage or the bricoleur. Thus, I use Bernard Herman’s conception of bricolage as the process 
by which material histories can be constructed to question the ways in which Aldwyth’s 
materials and use of the encyclopedic frame allow for the creation of history, and what a 
structural reading of Aldwyth’s art as a cluster of ordered signifying elements, like an 
encyclopedia, can help us to achieve in the act of looking at and interpreting art.  
Chapter II looks skyward to explore Aldwyth’s use of the constellation map as an 
epistemological conceit, with special attention to the ways in which the artist orders knowledge 
about art itself in her collage art. I look closely at Twinkle, Twinkle/Twinkle, Twinkle Verso 
(2013) to accomplish this. I consider the constellation as a metonymic form used to explore the 
wide world of visual images and (the reproduction of) art. I utilize feeling, affect, agency, and 
oppositions between artist, viewer, object, and curator to posit what Aldwyth’s use of found and 
foraged images accomplishes, and the ways in which artfulness is mediated through looking at 
copies of art, or art in the second degree. 
Chapter III embraces the totality of Aldwyth’s large collages while considering 
Casablanca (classic)/Casablanca (colorized) (2003/4-2006) and Where Were You When the 
Moon Was Full? (2001-2005). I use these collages to explore the presence of the Megaloponera 
foetens, which Aldwyth provides as a key to understanding her philosophy of artmaking. 
Additionally, while the artist works ceaselessly to construct narrative from a world of found 
objects, she eschews any conceptions of wonder or fantasy, repudiating her artistic hero Joseph 
Cornell while at the same time embracing his artistic idiom. Cornell, for Aldwyth, begins his 
works with mystery. Aldwyth begins her works with facts. I end this chapter with a discussion of 
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Aldwyth’s “certain realism” through the lens of the ant and the cabinet of curiosities, considering 
the ways in which knowledge is put on display through narrative in Aldwyth’s explication – as 
artist, curator, and storyteller – of “just the facts.”31 
In this work’s conclusion, I arrive at the potential ramifications of my work, questioning 
what comes next in the study of Aldwyth, her art, and art writ large in the age of digital 
reproduction and the stratification of knowledge across infinite axes of mediation. I argue for the 
impact of Aldwyth as both artist and the shaper of epistemologies gleaned from looking at her 
art. Indeed, it seems the artist wields both knowledge and power in her hands. That power can 
have its consequences, but it also allows us to open our eyes to the glimmering possibilities of a 
more vibrant, vital, and grounded world of things. 
  
 
31 Aldwyth in conversation with the author, July 21, 2020. 
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Chapter I: An Archaeology of Intention and Barbie Doll Limbs 
I: 
Frank Konhaus and I stood in the basement of Cassilhaus, a sleek home-based artist 
residency and exhibition space nestled deep in the woods near Chapel Hill, North Carolina. We 
were surrounded by gunmetal gray racks of contemporary art hanging in storage. Konhaus, an art 
collector and co-owner of Cassilhaus along with his wife, Ellen Cassilly, pulled back three of the 
racks, revealing a solitary old traveler’s trunk against the unadorned basement wall. I lifted the 
weathered trunk and carried it up two stories to a sun-filled room adjacent to Cassilhaus’s gallery 
space. Placing it on the floor, I noticed its rusted latches, once shiny. Frank flipped them up and 
opened the lid. Beneath the decorative paper lining of the open trunk lay Cigar Box 
Encyclopaedia (2000), an assemblage piece consisting of twenty-six wooden cigar boxes each 
filled and affixed with objects and images corresponding to a single letter of the alphabet (Figure 
1.1).32 Each – upside down, right side up, on its side – was carefully fitted, like the pieces of a 
puzzle, in the trunk. Each would only fit again if placed in the exact position it now inhabited. 
Squatting down to the trunk’s level, I took in the entirety of the assembled pieces of Aldwyth’s 
“encyclopedia,” before grabbing the first box from the top. On its lid, the artist had carefully 
arranged a map of the moon, a Polyphemus moth, a magician holding the string of a yo-yo 
embossed with a glass “M” from which a mysterious smoke drifted, and a cutout of an old-style 
McDonald’s restaurant. I knew then that this box represented the letter “M.” 
 Opening the box, I felt a tactile sense of surprise which accompanies encounters with all 
Aldwyth’s works. On the inside of the lid, a man on the moon saluted beside the unfurled 
American flag. A mooning man bore his buttocks on the peak of a tall mountain. Two musicians 
 
32 Aldwyth opts for a misspelling of “encyclopedia” as “encyclopaedia” in her piece. 
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– a man playing cello and a woman playing clavichord – made harmonious melodies. Behind a 
glass pane covering the inside of the box (Figure 1.2), a fabricated wooden maze enabled the 
guided motion of three different colored marbles with the movement of the box. Pasted over an 
aluminum foil background, images of Mona Lisa, a mouth, a microscope, Marilyn Monroe, a 
mushroom, Mickey and Minnie Mouse, a monkey, and a Monopoly board stood in high relief 
against the shining silver background. In the top right-hand corner, a dead mouse lay entombed 
behind a pane of glass, bearing witness to the running of the marbles and other elements in the 
box. In the work’s center, a now-dirty mirror reflected my face, making “me” an element of 
Aldwyth’s simultaneously creative and encyclopedic evocation of the thirteenth letter.  
Figure 1.1: All twenty-six cigar boxes in Aldwyth’s Cigar Box Encyclopaedia (2000), meticulously assembled in a traveler's 
trunk. Collection of Frank Konhaus and Ellen Cassilly. Courtesy of the author. 
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Over the next ninety minutes, I unpacked and explored the other twenty-five parts of 
Cigar Box Encyclopaedia, enjoying the play of the morning sun and the bright overhead light on 
the worlds of assembled knowledge at my fingertips. I made note of a menagerie of different 
Figure 1.2: Aldwyth, inside of Letter M from Cigar Box Encyclopaedia (2000). Wooden cigar box with 
collage and assemblage elements. Collection of Frank Konhaus and Ellen Cassilly. Photograph by Rick 
Rhodes. Courtesy Halsey Institute of Contemporary Art. 
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animals, all in different forms and stages of life and death, in the encyclopedia, including a wispy 
snake skeleton in “S,” a flattened frog and fly in “F,” a toad trapped in a mousetrap and 
surrounded by sharp tacks in “T,” a shriveled rat with a paper rose on its back in “R,” and the de-
feathered bodies of two birds in “B.” All speak to Aldwyth’s foragings in nature, as well as the 
material scope of her art. Pop culture and high culture juxtapositions dot Aldwyth’s boxes in the 
guises of figures like Elvis Presley, placed alongside artworks from classical antiquity and 
images cut from magazines, newspapers, and other mass publications. Eschewing a straight line 
from A-Z, I plucked the cigar boxes from the trunk arbitrarily, constructing my own narrative 
independent of the alphabetical ordering of most encyclopedias. Once finished, I reassembled the 
contents of the traveler’s trunk in their prescribed order, latched the wooden lid, and carried it 
back downstairs to the Cassilhaus basement.  
Combining collaged images with found, foraged, and dissected objects from nature, 
industry, and everyday life, Cigar Box Encyclopaedia is an epistemological invitation, giving the 
viewer insight into how Aldwyth represents the material world and the myriad possibilities for 
its visual representation. Like The World According to Zell, which Aldwyth was making at the 
same time as she was making Cigar Box Encyclopaedia, Cigar Box Encyclopaedia uses visual 
elements to construct hierarchies of knowledge in space. Both pieces also consider the visual 
work of the encyclopedia, one through the reorganization of images culled from an established 
encyclopedia, the other through the assemblage and organization of disparate things around the 
idea of the encyclopedic form. Where the works diverge, however, is in Aldwyth’s use of written 
language as an organizational schema. Aldwyth uses a defined and limited set of images from 
Zell’s Popular Encyclopedia to construct a reordered world unbound by classification and 
written language in The World According to Zell. In Cigar Box Encyclopaedia, she collects 
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objects from myriad sources across the material worlds she inhabits, defining and categorizing 
each object, image, and idea in her twenty-six boxes around subjective applications of the 
alphabet and written language as a means of organization. The objects in Cigar Box 
Encyclopaedia are not illustrations of encyclopedic terms, but encyclopedic entries themselves. 
This visual shift represents an interrogation and subversion of the encyclopedic form, offering a 
subjective approach to the compilation of a comprehensive body of knowledge.  
Cigar Box Encyclopaedia also adds kinetic and performative elements to the traditionally 
inert encyclopedia. In exhibition, one must carry the trunk and transport it to the place where the 
twenty-six cigar boxes are to be displayed. One must then unlatch, unpack, and assemble the 
cigar boxes in alphabetical order. After the exhibition, one must carefully repack the trunk and 
take it back to its place of storage. Cigar Box Encyclopaedia is not bound to one place – its 
“pages” are not kept within a thick leather cover and stuck together with aging glue and string. 
Through her piece and the ways in which viewers interact with it, Aldwyth seems to suggest a 
work on the move, motioning towards an idea of performance – a ritual of opening and closing, 
turning, flipping, and exploring all dimensions of the object – much more active than that of the 
reading of a book. 
This chapter explores the ways in which Cigar Box Encyclopaedia offers a new way of 
organizing and interpreting the world through the assemblage of secondhand objects given 
communicative power. It also examines the poetical and political dimensions of Aldwyth’s 
aesthetic practice as a means of changing the ways in which we look at and read encyclopedias 
specifically, and other works of reference more generally. 
II: 
 What do a paper ostrich playing an oboe in a wooden box with a passel of paper 
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opossums, a barn owl, an oyster shell, an octopus tentacle, an image of a woman connected to an 
oxygen tank, and a real halved ostrich egg, as in “O,” tell us about the ways in which knowledge 
is ordered? Does this composition of seemingly disconnected images and objects suggest order, 
categorization, and an attention to form common in most encyclopedias? I argue it does, 
although not through the trope of a “traditional” encyclopedia. The encyclopedia as a western 
commonplace is a 1) authoritative document, 2) containing factual and relevant information, 3) 
presented in a form comprehensible to its perceived audience. Some print encyclopedias – like 
Encyclopædia Britannica or World Book Encyclopedia – provide general overviews of tens of 
thousands of objects, places, people, things, and ideas, diving into transdisciplinary and 
interdisciplinary subject matter, while others promote conformity to their subjects, be they art 
history, pharmacology, or constitutional law. Regardless of scope and subject matter, the 
encyclopedia represents a body of knowledge collected, curated, and disseminated by its 
author(s) for the express purposes of education and reference. It is through these interconnected 
processes related to the proliferation and spread of knowledge that the encyclopedia derives its 
authority, objectivity, and comprehensibility to publics large and small. It is also through these 
very lenses, and through a concerted project of close looking, excavation, and interpretation, that 
we can begin to see the ways in which Cigar Box Encyclopaedia embodies and subverts the 
encyclopedic form, problematizing and transforming the ways in which we consider and 
understand works of reference as political and poetical forms, and shaping our perception of 
ourselves and worlds surrounding us through frames of knowledge. 
 Consider a box – the letter “Q.” Aldwyth chose a Roi-Tan cigar box, which once held 
fifty cigars (“The Cigar That Breathes”), to hold her piece. On the bottom of the box is a stamp 
in Spanish, declaring the box “CLARO” for exportation to the United States from Cuba. 
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“PERMIT No. C-117 S.C.” is also printed on the back, linking the box’s distribution or sale to 
South Carolina, likely before the beginning of the American embargo of Cuban exports in 
1962.33 Facing the other direction from the stamp and printed notice, the artist has written a list 
containing seventeen items: “Quilts, Quarters, Queen Elizabeths, Question Marks, Quorum, 
Queen, Queen Victoria, Q E II, Quahog, Quintette, Quarterback, Quarter horse, Quadruped, 
Quill, Quotations, Questions, Queen of Diamonds.” This key is a guide to all the images and 
objects pasted, assembled, and playfully positioned on the five outer and six inner surfaces of the 
cigar box. Each element of this summarily written list is present in some form on or in the box – 
parsing the piece for each is the archaeological work of excavation and interpretation.  
Flipping the box over, we begin to see the elements of the encyclopedia coming together 
in collaged and assembled form (Figure 1.3). Where the branding for the Roi-Tan box was 
originally printed, Aldwyth has pasted a red, brown, pink, salmon, and white quilt pattern of 
concentric diamonds and trapezoidal stripes. An image of Queen Elizabeth II, wearing a white 
frilled dress and a silver crown, foregrounds the quilting: the monarch stands behind a 
microphone stand and a colorful bouquet of flowers, reading from a stack of papers. A speech 
bubble containing a large black question mark emerges from her mouth. The letter Q has 
replaced the head of the microphone. A sturdy handle has been screwed in, allowing the viewer 
to open the box. On the outer sides of “Q,” the quilt pattern continues, covering all the elements 
of the Roi-Tan box save its original decorative edges. A United States quarter, with the tails side 
up, has been glued to each of the four exterior faces. Thus, “Quilts, Quarters, Queen Elizabeths,” 
 
33 Other Roi-Tan boxes I have found online are stamped with printed information for specific states, 
including Pennsylvania and Kentucky. I believe this reflects the different state statutes and regulations regarding the 
purchase and sale of tobacco products in the early- to mid-twentieth century. Thus, S.C. is likely South Carolina. 
Given Aldwyth’s residency in South Carolina since the 1950s, this box could have belonged to her (or her husband) 
or could have been thrifted or otherwise obtained later in the state. 
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and “Question Marks” have been defined. Pulling open the lid with Aldwyth’s affixed decorative 
handle, we can experience the rest of the box. 
 The rest of Aldwyth’s associations with the letter “Q” are laid out in the cigar box’s 
interior (Figures 1.4-1.5). On the inside of the lid, a regal scene from the Chamber of the House 
of Lords in the Houses of Parliament at the Palace of Westminster has been pasted in full over 
the box’s original decoration. Queen Elizabeth II sits solitary on her throne, from which a lush 
red train extends into the foreground. She is surrounded by advisors and the seats in the House of 
Lords are full (quorum), signifying a State Opening of Parliament or another formal event. 
Pasted in front of this parliamentary scene are two circles of white paper with black question 
Figure 1.3: Aldwyth, outside lid of Letter Q from Cigar Box Encyclopaedia (2000). Wooden cigar box with collage and 
assemblage elements. Collection of Frank Konhaus and Ellen Cassilly. Courtesy of author. 
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marks in them, a quintette (a set of five musicians) playing inside the shell of a quahog (a hard 
oyster), a monochrome image of Queen Victoria (1819-1901), and the RMS Queen Elizabeth 
leaving port in New York City for her final voyage in 1968. Inside the box are assembled a 
chunk of what Aldwyth identifies as quartz, a black and white geometric star and flower quilting 
pattern, a paper cutout of a younger Queen Elizabeth II smiling between the laminated confines 
of a queen of hearts card with the middle cut out, positioned so as to hold a feather quill, and a 
running football player with his mouth agape, fashioned as a quarterback and riding a brown 
plastic quarter horse (quadruped). All these assembled things foreground pages from a book of 
quotations and questions pasted on the bottom and sides of the box. One quotation – by humorist 
Figure 1.4: Aldwyth, inside of lid of Letter Q from Cigar Box Encyclopaedia (2000). Wooden cigar box with collage and 
assemblage elements. Collection of Frank Konhaus and Ellen Cassilly. Courtesy of author. 
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Robert Benchley – quixotically quips that “[t]he surest way to make a monkey of a man is to 
quote him.” 
 The act of opening and closing each cigar box, handling it carefully, turning it on its sides 
and seeking out the little things that catch the eye, is a subjective act undertaken by the viewer in 
the process of intervention in and exploration of the work. A viewer sees what they are equipped 
and positioned to see within the confines of the boxes, taking note of what draws their attention 
amid the finite but myriad collection of things in each section. Like a print encyclopedia or 
another work of reference, exploration, curiosity, and necessity shape a viewer’s experience, 
giving them control of their own interactions with Cigar Box Encyclopaedia. Yet, the artist’s 
Figure 1.5: Aldwyth, inside of Letter Q from Cigar Box Encyclopaedia (2000). Wooden cigar box with collage and assemblage 
elements. Collection of Frank Konhaus and Ellen Cassilly. Courtesy of author. 
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hand and an aesthetically minded sensibility are still active elements in the piece. The presence 
and function of narrative in Cigar Box Encyclopaedia permits two different ways of reading it: 
first, as an encyclopedia or another work of reference, with scattered gleanings derived from use 
and want; second, as a text – like a work of fiction, a poem, or another work of art – with a 
semblance of narrative, linear continuity, and affect. Cigar Box Encyclopaedia acts as repository 
of multiple modes of knowledge – as a conglomerate of firsthand knowledge, like an 
encyclopedia, as a wellspring of secondhand knowledge, incorporating the material lives of the 
objects included in each cigar box in a project reminiscent of vivisection or a metatextual work 
of assemblage, and as a mine rich in playfully construed idiosyncratic knowledge, premised on 
the idea that nobody can know it all, but everybody knows something in the instant of encounter. 
The tensions between these modes of reading, these forms of knowledge conveyed by Aldwyth’s 
piece, give it a political and poetical dimension, allowing for a subversion of the encyclopedic 
form and a vision into a future in which knowledge is anti-authoritarian, subjective, and released 
from the auspices of strict interpretative and utilitarian bounds. 
 The encyclopedia as an epistemological form continues to be a means of ordering and 
taxonomizing the known universe, as well as a form that self-importantly advances its own 
seriousness of purpose. Consider again Aldwyth’s description of the encyclopedia in The World 
According to Zell, where she characterizes it as a snapshot of what is deemed important by an 
author at a certain point in space and time; or perhaps Foucault’s riotous laughter upon reading 
about Borges’ “Chinese encyclopedia,” in which the real and the imagined are confined to 
whimsical and manically arbitrary categories. Or, emphasizing the circular and self-referential 
nature of the encyclopedia, consider this excerpt from the entry for “Encyclopedia” in Zell’s 
Popular Encyclopedia: “As knowledge increases, so must the demand for [the] E[ncyclopedia] 
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also increase. As the sphere of knowledge extends, the less able is man, with his limited powers 
and capabilities, to embrace the whole circle; he must, therefore, have recourse to helps, – to 
books in which he can get what information he wants in a comprehensive and easily accessible 
form; and to furnish this is the object of an encyclopædia.”34 In this definition, the encyclopedia 
defines itself, giving meaning to its work as a crutch for a world over-encumbered by the 
growing volume of knowledge. In Zell’s Popular Encyclopedia, the encyclopedia becomes just 
another term within the seemingly endless book of terms to be defined and sorted. We consider 
things in terms of their disciplines, which in turn discipline and order according to strict bounds. 
We are bound to conceptions of the world in terms of prim categorizations of plants, animals, 
persons, places, and things, without considering what might happen if we intercede or transgress 
those bounds. The arbiters of these restrictive and self-serving conceptions of knowledge are the 
same that hold the keys of academic and epistemological power, producing and publishing the 
very encyclopedias, dictionaries, and other works of reference which Aldwyth puns upon in 
Cigar Box Encyclopaedia and other works of assemblage and collage. Aldwyth’s work, then, is 
that of dis-ordering order through the collection and curation of the sensate world.  
 Each of the over 400 “entries” in Cigar Box Encyclopaedia is something Aldwyth has 
taken from the world around her. A metal keyhole, four black-and-white images of kittens, and a 
reproduction of the embracing subjects of Alfred Eisenstaedt’s famous V-J Day in Times Square 
photograph sharing an improvised kiss were all pried from their original contexts and pasted, 
taped, nailed, or otherwise affixed to the lid of “K.” Paper cutouts of Vatican City, a gondolier 
rowing under a bridge on the canals of Venice, a Viking ship, and the Palace of Versailles have 
been divorced from their original publications and are stuck on the wrinkled red velvet of the 
 
34 L. Colange, Zell’s Popular Encyclopedia, a Universal Dictionary of English Language, Science, 
Literature, and Art (Philadelphia: T. Ellwood Zell, 1871), 822. 
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exterior sides of “V.” These assemblages of seemingly unrelated and disparate objects are 
brought together by the form of the box, which allows for their (at times violent) association and 
conjunction in each box. Things in boxes have dual lives, as contexts are created by both the 
artist, who placed the objects in the box, and the viewer, who interprets and draws connections 
between the objects in the box.35 The box acts as a frame, isolating and mediating the 
relationships between what is affixed and positioned inside and outside the box. The box 
facilitates the situation of “reading” its contents; thus, each cigar box in Cigar Box 
Encyclopaedia produces the situation of “reading” the encyclopedia, allowing us to see the 
artist’s hand at work and allowing us as viewers to construct our own narratives and realms of 
significance in each box. 
III: 
 The encyclopedia’s authority is derived from the collected knowledge included in its 
pages, which provides biographical and factual information on the elements in question. The 
subject or object of each entry is described generally in terms of its role and function within its 
respective universe, affording a specific interpretation through lenses of truth, accuracy, and 
objectivity. Because each thing is abstracted to the point of its base definition within the context 
of its taxonomy, very little room for poetical or political license is afforded them in the 
encyclopedia. Cigar Box Encyclopaedia subverts this rigidity. Aldwyth’s piece relies on three 
modes of narrative production, each allowing different understandings and interpretations of the 
“entries” they represent: the narratives produced by or adhered to the objects themselves, the 
narratives attributed and affixed to the objects by the artist, and the narratives gleaned from the 
artist’s piece by the viewer. Through the interpretive lens of bricolage, as theorized by French 
 
35 Bernard Herman, “The Bricoleur Revisited,” in American Material Culture: The Shape of the Field 
(Winterthur, Delaware: Henry Francis du Pont Winterthur Museum, 1997), 43-46. 
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structural anthropologist Claude Lévi-Strauss and reimagined by Bernard Herman in his essay, 
“The Bricoleur Revisited,” I consider the encyclopedic form as an assemblage of politicized 
knowledge undone and reordered through Aldwyth’s material and poetic evocation of the 
encyclopedia as a body of tangible knowledge able to communicate narratives constructed by the 
artist, the viewer, and the encyclopedic entries themselves in an a priori use of material history. 
 In the introduction to The Savage Mind, Claude Lévi-Strauss uses the conception of the 
bricoleur as a means of exploring the ways in which knowledge is ordered, grouped, and 
classified as mythic thought in structural anthropology. Lévi-Strauss’s bricoleur, French for 
“tinkerer” or “handyman,” uses a set of known “tools,” derived from experience over time, to 
construct new meaning from old signs, images, and concepts. While this conception of the 
bricoleur is useful, its use is limited to structuralist frameworks that are incompatible with many 
conceptions of the world as we understand it today. In “The Bricoleur Revisited,” Herman 
considers the bricoleur in a new light, not only as a “crafter of historical meaning from the world 
of objects as found, assembled, and narrated,” but as a means of teasing out a material culture 
approach to history through the “process of rendering significant sense” from the sensate world 
of objects and experiences.36 Herman imagines the bricoleur “standing in the scrapyard of 
experience,” crafting “compelling, meaningful narratives out of seemingly unrelated” things, in a 
process that is both “imaginative and personal,” combining critical and creative acts of discovery 
and assemblage to produce something extraordinary out of the remains of the ordinary.37   
 Herman’s reimagining of the bricoleur allows for the creation of many meanings from a 
finite set of known objects and events. This creative work involves dialectical play between 
“speakers and hearers, writers and readers, and performers and audiences,” all engaged in the 
 
36 Herman, 39-40. 
37 Herman, 40. 
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anti-neutral and “intensively interactive, unending process of exchange centered on the 
negotiation of meaning.”38 These meanings are “conflicted, situational, enduring, and 
ephemeral,” exposing the cluttered and unkempt nature of a world in which the work of “making 
sense out of everyday experience” is of the utmost importance.39 The bricoleur creates historical 
narrative through the subjective work of bricolage, organizing the “broken bits of the past” into 
something known and comprehensible to greater publics.40 It is through an understanding of the 
bricoleur not as a mere mythmaker, but as a totalizing “maker of mythic meaning” that we can 
approach Cigar Box Encyclopaedia as a work concerned with narrative, history, and a liberatory 
politics of everyday objects, ideas, and experiences.41 
The work of naming and defining, as Aldwyth does on the bottom of each cigar box in 
her piece, is part of a political and poetical project of bricolage. The context around which each 
element of each box is assembled is the context of each individual letter of the alphabet. Thus, 
through bricolage, she disciplines a seemingly random hodgepodge of things and assigns 
meaning through a united concept of the letter “A,” or “B,” or “C,” all the way to “Z.” The 
seemingly meaningless mass of things, each with their own forelife stripped away by the artist, 
becomes an assemblage defined by attention to intention and adherence to given names. These 
names, however, present a contentious political question of their own, putting Cigar Box 
Encyclopaedia at odds with the encyclopedic form writ large. 
Aldwyth’s acts of naming represent the power of Cigar Box Encyclopaedia to function as 
a poetical object. Entries for things, including “Wire Walking Waiters,” “Raggedy Ann” and 
“Raggedy Andy,” “Hitchhiking Hippies,” “Ivory,” “Kettle,” “CD Carousel Carrying Cows, Crab, 
 
38 Ibid. 
39 Herman, 41. 
40 Ibid. 
41 Herman, 40. 
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Camel and Crocodile” and “Bawling Baby Bothered By Birds,” represent a certain linguistic 
play on the artist’s part, showcasing her ability to not only define things at their most literal, but 
at their most fantastic. This power of naming, as was apparent to those given the privilege in the 
past, is a power with creative, cultural, and critical potential. Although “CD Carousel Carrying 
Cows, Crab, Camel and Crocodile” or “Bawling Baby Bothered By Birds,” representing two of 
Aldwyth’s most fantastical forays into the act of giving names to the assembled objects and 
images in each cigar box, do not communicate factual information in the same manner than an 
encyclopedia entry might, there is information communicated through their names nonetheless. 
Cigar Box Encyclopaedia reimagines the conveyance of information as an act of ludic and ironic 
punning, putting the work of encyclopedic interpretation in the lap of the viewer. 
It is in this final iteration of Cigar Box Encyclopaedia that the viewer becomes a 
bricoleur, interpreting what the artist has provided in twenty-six cigar boxes. In exhibition, each 
cigar box has been displayed alongside a photographic reproduction of its top and bottom, 
allowing the viewer unfettered access to the assembled contents of each while obeying the rules 
of the art museum. Each box is lined up in alphabetical order, encouraging orderly perusal while 
allowing viewers to move through the gallery space unperturbed, exploring each box at their 
leisure, seeing what each contains. The act of looking is one of spelunking in the miniature, of 
picking out each element of each box according to the hand-written keys. Regardless of what 
each object is imbued with by Aldwyth in Cigar Box Encyclopaedia, the viewer sees the objects, 
the artist, and themselves in the work. This process is laid bare through the very nature of this 
piece as a deconstruction of the encyclopedic form. Thus, Cigar Box Encyclopaedia offers us an 
understanding of the organization of structures of knowledge and invites us to recognize and 
transcend the bounds of classification, interpretation, and education. 
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Chapter II: Given(s) 
I: 
The constellations that dot the night sky are the products of drawing connections between 
points of light. They are at once figurative and narrative. So it is with Aldwyth’s art. In this 
chapter, I consider four visual and/or conceptual sites of inquiry in Twinkle, Twinkle (2013) to 
explore Aldwyth’s use of the constellation map as a means of constructing a history of art with 
her at the center: first, the photomontage meshing of tradition in the combination of Charles 
Wilson Peale’s 1822 self-portrait with Marcel Duchamp’s 1913 Bicycle Wheel; second, the 
inclusion of American art historian Alfred Barr’s famous 1936 diagram illustrating and 
visualizing the development of abstract art; third, the play and creation of linguistic signs 
through the double-sided constellations of artists and their representative works; and fourth, the 
question of Duchamp and Aldwyth’s use of his work rehashed through the appearances of Étant 
donnés: 1° la chute d'eau / 2° le gaz d'éclairage (Given: 1. The Waterfall, 2. The Illuminating 
Gas) and Boîte-en-valise on the verso side the work. 
In Twinkle, Twinkle, a two-sided 40”x76” collage on Okawara paper (Figure 2.1), 
Aldwyth presents the form of the constellation map as an expressive plane upon which she 
constructs her universe. On the work’s front, the original contents of two large circular 
constellation maps have been covered up with black gesso, leaving a blank expanse to be filled 
by the artist. In these circular voids, Aldwyth poked hundreds of holes, transferring the river of 
stars seen on a clear night onto her collage. Foregrounding her scaled-down Milky Way are lines 
connecting some of the stars, creating constellational forms amid the anarchy of space. Each 
constellational form connects and accentuates different works of art pasted alongside the map’s 
fine white lines: here we see surrealism and Dada laid bare in Le Violon d’Ingres (1924) by Man 
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Ray, innovations in neon and light art in Bruce Nauman’s Life Death/Knows Doesn’t Know 
(1983), the Catalan modernism of Antoni Gaudí’s perplexing Casa Batlló, and the prim pop art 
of Jasper Johns’ Savarin (1981) all on display.  
In the space on the front of Twinkle, Twinkle not covered by the constellation maps, 
Aldwyth collages images communicating a color palette of the night sky – shades of black, blue, 
gray, and dim yellow, for instance – and conveying the formal multiplicity of a starry night. The 
microscopic and macroscopic, the figurative and abstract, fields of lines, blips, dots, and 
squiggles, and interspersed allusions to the watching masses, with human eyes or otherwise, fill 
the field and communicate a sense of enormity, gesturing towards the unfathomable.  
At the very center of the work, the two circles touch. A fist with an outstretched pointer 
finger guides the viewer’s eye to a miniature reproduction of Aldwyth’s home studio, an 
octagonal house on the salt marshes of Hilton Head Island. Above Aldwyth’s house, a rococo 
cartouche encloses Charles Wilson Peale’s 1822 self-portrait, The Artist in His  
Figure 2.1: Aldwyth, Twinkle, Twinkle (2013). Collage on Okawara paper in black gesso and white ink, 40x76". Collection of the 
artist. Courtesy of the artist. 
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Museum. Peale, however, lifts the heavy red curtain with the golden frilled edges not to show the 
world his magnificent collection of taxidermy animals, fossils, and skeletons, but to reveal a 
black-and-white photograph of Marcel Duchamp’s first readymade, Bicycle Wheel (1913).  
On the back side of Twinkle, Twinkle, which Aldwyth calls Twinkle, Twinkle Verso 
(Figure 2.2), the circular voids of the constellation map and the punctures representing stars are 
replicated. Mirroring the constellations connecting stars and represented by works of art on the 
obverse, each star on each constellation represents the name of an artist within an art movement 
or critical category as defined by Aldwyth, like constellations representing outsider art, earth 
works, figurative art, portraiture, drawing, non-geometric/abstraction/geometric art, Hairy Who, 
“Very Expensive Future Space Junk,” and “Heavenly Bodies,” among others.42 In addition to 
these large bodies of stars, Aldwyth includes singular stars representing artists – “art stars,” in 
 
42 The “Heavenly Bodies” constellation is entirely outside of the two black circles that contain all the other 
constellations. It is instead in the top right corner of the verso side of the collage. Is this cluster of artists entering our 
view – or is it leaving?  
Figure 2.2: Aldwyth, Twinkle, Twinkle (verso). Collage on Okawara paper in black gesso and white ink, 40x76". Collection of 
the artist. Courtesy of the artist. 
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the words of Mark Sloan – whose works – she believes – defy rote categorization into 
movements or categories, like Dieter Roth, Robert Smithson, Pat Steir, Henri Matisse, and Pablo 
Picasso.43 Among the constellations and shining stars, three hands with outstretched pointer 
fingers point to “You,” “Me,” and “Them.” While images harkening towards the enormity of the 
night sky border the constellation maps on the front of Twinkle, Twinkle, on the work’s back, 
Aldwyth assembles photographs of famous art museums on a map of the South Carolina 
Lowcountry and the coastal reaches of Georgia. Telescopes and observatories sit perched atop 
the roofs of museums like the Guggenheim, the Louvre, the Bode, and the Tate Modern. They 
look in to the constellations and out into the void.  
At the very center of the Twinkle, Twinkle Verso, above the “Me” mirroring the 
placement of Aldwyth’s house on the front, is a photograph of the wooden doors of Marcel 
Duchamp’s infamous final major work, Étant donnés: 1° la chute d'eau / 2° le gaz d'éclairage 
(Given: 1. The Waterfall, 2. The Illuminating Gas), constructed in secret from 1946-1966. Within 
Duchamp’s doors, two peepholes allow access to a tableau of a nude woman holding a gas lamp 
amid the backdrop of a lush natural landscape. While a photographic representation of Étant 
donnés... prohibits the tactile act of looking one might undertake when viewing the work in 
person at the Philadelphia Museum of Art, Aldwyth’s placement of this work immediately 
opposite Bicycle Wheel suggests the viewer embark upon the same sort of visual journey. Above 
Duchamp’s swansong, a photographic reproduction of Boîte-en-valise (de ou par Marcel 
Duchamp ou Rrose Sşlavy) (1935-1941), another work by Duchamp itself composed of 
photographic reproductions of his prior works, is pasted. 
With each name and each work of art included in the vast constellation maps, Aldwyth 
 
43 Mark Sloan in conversation with the author, April 7, 2021. 
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renders a map of twentieth- and twenty-first-century art history constructed on her own terms 
while proposing an intermingling of the art-historical and the personal, questioning the 
objectivity of the former and the subjectivity of the latter. In this way, she continues the work of 
her previous assemblage and collage work, which, through the use of art as a formal element and 
subject, destabilizes and reimagines canons of modern art, proposing new ways of organizing 
and thinking about how art-historical knowledge is created, disseminated, and consumed. 
II: 
 In the center of the front side of Twinkle, Twinkle, fashioned as the center of Aldwyth’s 
universe, is a florid silver cartouche littered with arabesques and twirling botanical sprouts 
(Figure 2.3). This cartouche stands out, interrupting the relatively cohesive visual plane created 
by the juxtaposition of varied works of twentieth-century art against a background of black night 
and white stars. Inside the cartouche, itself a particular expression of identity and power that 
Aldwyth bends to her will, Charles Wilson Peale’s artistic representation of himself in The Artist 
in His Museum (1822) stands, his eyes intently staring at his viewer. He lifts his curtain, 
exposing a black and white photographic reproduction of Marcel Duchamp’s Bicycle Wheel 
(1913). These two works are from different universes entirely: the former is a nineteenth-century 
American painting that makes heavy use of illusion, perspective, and space, while the latter is the 
product of a world of objects appropriated and given artfulness not through any sort of formal 
skill, but through the dictate of the artist as the arbiter of what is art (and what is not). That this 
work of photomontage is at the center of Aldwyth’s collage is significant, as it provides a guide 
to the work itself, acting as a leitmotif for Aldwyth’s understanding of twentieth-century art 
history and, consequently, her own place in it.44 It is helpful, then, to explore each work and the 
 
44 This idea was developed in conversation with Mark Sloan on April 7, 2021. 
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frame that contains them in brief before considering the ways in which they function as a  
cohesive whole in Twinkle, Twinkle. 
The Artist in His Museum is an 1822 self-portrait by Charles Wilson Peale. It depicts a 
larger-than-life artistic representation of the artist, who has painted himself in the act of lifting a 
deep red curtain, inviting the viewer into the collections of the Philadelphia Museum, a natural 
Figure 2.3: Aldwyth, detail from Twinkle, Twinkle (2013). Collage on Okawara paper in black 
gesso and white ink, 40x76". Collection of the artist. Courtesy of the artist. 
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history museum which he founded in 1805 in Philadelphia’s Independence Hall. Both the 
background and foreground are littered with highlights from the museum’s collections. In front 
of and to Peale’s left, large bones suggest the presence of a mastodon, the highlight of the 
Philadelphia Museum’s collection. The lower half of the same creature can be seen behind the 
curtain on the right side of the painting. On Peale’s right, a turkey carcass stands, its neck jutting 
into a case containing Peale’s taxidermic tools. On a table next to Peale, a painter’s palette with 
brushes and daubed paints suggests the artist’s own hand, connoting his work not only as a 
collector and curator, but as a painter of great renown. Behind the artist, glass-paned display 
cases containing myriad birds span the entire width of the gallery. Land birds, sea birds, arctic 
birds, and the American national bird, the bald eagle, are all stuffed and on display, showcasing 
the breadth and splendor of Peale’s collecting. Visitors to the museum are depicted behind Peale, 
perusing the galleries, caught up in the throes of curiosity, wonder, and marvel. Moving through 
the Philadelphia Museum, each makes their way through the landscape of natural splendor and 
(as)sorted knowledge.  
 In The Artist in His Museum, Peale employs trompe l’oeil, French for “trick of the eye,” 
to depict himself and his museum. Trompe l’oeil, as art historian Wendy Bellion notes, is a 
radical challenge to traditional non-illusionistic modes of pictorial depiction prevalent in late-
eighteenth and early-nineteenth century American painting, inviting the participation of viewers 
through the work of interpretation and perception of scenes feigning reality through the 
representation of everyday life and everyday objects.45 Through the distortion of the “real,” as in 
Peale’s The Staircase Group, which uses a painted doorframe instead of a picture frame, or 
through The Artist in His Museum, which uses dimension and depth to create the illusion of the 
 
45 See Wendy Bellion, Citizen Spectator: Art, Illusion, and Visual Perception in Early National America 
(Chapel Hill: The University of North Carolina Press, 2011), 1-22. 
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artist showcasing his gallery, Bellion frames the use of trompe l’oeil and other illusionistic 
painterly practices as means of challenging, contradicting, and parodying contemporary ways of 
looking and seeing.46  
Peale’s use of trompe l’oeil complicates the work of sense-making, broadening the space 
between perception and reality. As Bellion writes, the use of this technique “bait[s] the eye into 
mistaking likenesses for objects, surfaces for depth,” parodying “the notion that truth resides in 
exact similarities.”47 The Artist in His Museum presents the viewer with a deceptively innocuous 
mirror to reality, which we must recognize as an artistic representation. Through this recognition, 
the viewer becomes an actor in the reading of the piece, parsing reality from illusion. In short, 
the viewer is situated in relation to the work through the act of looking.  
Nearly a century after Peale painted his illusionistic self-portrait, Marcel Duchamp 
created Bicycle Wheel (1913), his first “readymade” and a work which, according to Aldwyth, 
was the artist’s “first work of modern art.”48 The piece, part of Duchamp’s turn towards putting 
art “back in the service of the mind” by challenging the ways in which viewers looked at and 
interpreted works of art, was created by fastening a bicycle wheel to a stool.49 Bicycle Wheel and 
other readymades, including Pharmacy (1915), a commercial reproduction of a winter landscape 
to which Duchamp added two small dots of color, In Advance of the Broken Arm (1915), a snow 
shovel fixed on a wire hanging from the ceiling of Duchamp’s studio,, and 50 cc of Paris Air 
(1919), a glass ampoule containing air from Paris, deconstruct and reimagine notions of what art 
can be, questioning the role of the artist in the production of art and the ways in which everyday 
 
46 Bellion, 16. 
47 Bellion, 201. 
48 Aldwyth, “Twinkle, Twinkle,” Aldwyth, accessed April 14, 2021, http://www.aldwyth.com/twinkle-
twinkle/. 
49 Marcel Duchamp, quoted in Nan Rosenthal, “Marcel Duchamp (1887-1968),” in Heilbrunn Timeline of 
Art History (New York: The Metropolitan Museum of Art, 2000-), 
http://www.metmuseum.org/toah/hd/duch/hd_duch.htm. 
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objects can be made into art. Indeed, Duchamp declared that the production of the readymade 
was “never dictated by an aesthetic delectation,” but rather based on “a reaction of visual 
indifference with at the same time a total absence of good or bad taste… in fact a complete 
anesthesia.”50  
The confluence of Peale’s painting and a photographic reproduction of Duchamp’s 
sculpture produces a space of mediation and negotiation of canon, collection, and the work of the 
painter/artist integral to an understanding of Twinkle, Twinkle. The illusionistic assemblage of 
objects at Peale’s feet and in the galleries behind his figure have disappeared, cut away and 
discarded by Aldwyth. In the place of mastodon bones, enthralled visitors, and rows and rows of 
taxidermized birds, the grayscale monochrome of the metal wheel mounted on a painted white 
stool seems out of place. Peale’s lifting of the curtain, once the mechanism by which he revealed 
his museum, has become a means of revealing Duchamp’s work, which, like the Wizard of Oz or 
the prize behind the curtain in a game show, becomes an object of intrigue and import. We are 
welcomed to Duchamp’s work by Peale’s revealing of the world behind the curtain. Similarly, 
Aldwyth welcomes us to her work through her presentation of this central figure as a seamless 
work of photomontage. Through this combination and juxtaposition of “old” and “new,” a 
painting by Peale and a photograph of a sculpture by Duchamp are given new life by Aldwyth, 
who renders each work in her own vision according to her own communicative needs. As she 
writes in her description of Twinkle, Twinkle, “In the center of the universe Duchamp holds the 
universe together represented by Bicycle Wheel” and “Peale reveals Duchamp’s 1st work of 
modern art.” The centrality of Duchamp’s wheel as some sort of binding and godly force and the 
 
50 Marcel Duchamp, quoted in Lawrence Alloway, Marcel Duchamp, Richard Huelsenbeck, Robert 
Rauschenberg, and Roger Shattuck, “The Art of Assemblage: A Symposium,” in Essays on Assemblage, edited by 
John Elderfield (New York: The Museum of Modern Art, 1992), 135. 
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signifying hand of Peale’s staring figure are used as a means of visual organization and 
conceptual association, transcending the contained black spheres of the constellation map and the 
confines of this known universe. For Mark Sloan, they act as “a leitmotif for the entire history of 
twentieth century art,”51 a locus around which the rest of the elements of Twinkle, Twinkle are 
organized and meant to be interpreted and understood. For Aldwyth, this visual node is “the 
beginning” of her collage. The journey to “the end” is long and circuitous, as it should be. 
III: 
 In the bottom left-hand corner of the front side of Twinkle, Twinkle, an image juts out 
from the black of the constellation map (Figure 2.4). It exists tenuously between the inner and 
 
51 Mark Sloan in conversation with the author, April 7, 2021. 
Figure 2.4: Aldwyth, detail from Twinkle, Twinkle (2013). Collage on Okawara paper 
in black gesso and white ink, 40x76". Collection of the artist. Courtesy of the artist. 
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outer spaces of the work and is an image unlike any other included in Aldwyth’s constellations 
of art, in that it is not a work of art – rather, it is a diagram by Alfred Barr, an art historian and 
the first director of the Museum of Modern Art, which purports to document the chronological 
evolution of abstract art from 1890 to 1935. Barr’s diagram, first published on the front-cover 
dust jacket of the catalogue for the Cubism and Abstract Art exhibition (1936) at the Museum of 
Modern Art, has become a quasi-religious text for art historians studying twentieth-century art. It 
functions as a key – in the cartographic sense – to Twinkle, Twinkle, in that through reading it, it 
provides a way of understanding and interpreting the greater collage through the information and 
knowledge contained within it. Just as Barr plots a genealogy of abstract art, Aldwyth plots a 
history of twentieth-century art in the night sky.  
 Barr’s conception of modern art (Figure 2.5) has its roots in 1890 with neo-
Impressionism, represented by Georges Seurat, and Synthetism, represented by Paul Gauguin 
with influence from Paul Cézanne. From neo-Impressionism, Synthetism, the work of Henri 
Rousseau, and the “non-Western” influences of “Japanese Prints” and “Negro Sculpture,” 
printed in red ink, emerge Fauvism and Cubism. Fauvism, with influence from Odilon Redom 
and “Near-Eastern Art,” brings about (Abstract) Expressionism, which then leads to Bauhaus and 
Non-Geometrical Abstract Art. Cubism begets Suprematism and Constructivism, the former of 
which begets Bauhaus and leads to Modern Architecture, and the latter of which leads directly to 
Geometrical Abstract Art. A much longer arrow from Cubism leads to Futurism, which leads to 
(Abstract) Dadaism, (Abstract) Surrealism, and eventually down to Non-Geometrical Abstract 
Art. A hodgepodge of red and black lines leads from Cubism to Orphism, De Stijl and 
Neoplasticism, Purism, and Modern Architecture, all of which lead, in one way or another, to 
Non-Geometrical and Geometrical Abstract Art. In his diagram, Barr aimed to show the many 
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different artistic influences and circuitous paths that led to the emergence of this (at the time) 
revolutionary form. It should be noted, however, that Alfred Barr’s diagram represents just one 
vision – albeit by a respected and important art historian – of art’s development through time and 
space. 
Barr’s diagram aims to be comprehensive while maintaining visual coherence. It does 
this by omitting most of the canonical artists from the timeline, except Seurat, Gauguin, 
Cézanne, Van Gogh, Rousseau, and Redon, and by including in smaller print the names of the 
Figure 2.5: Alfred H. Barr, Jr., paper dust jacket for Cubism and Abstract Art exhibition 
catalogue (1936, Museum of Modern Art). Courtesy of Christies. 
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cities in which different art movements emerged, like Paris, Moscow, Milan, and Munich. It also 
minimizes the influence of “non-Western” aesthetics in the development of abstract art, setting 
them apart using differentiating red text, which stands out against the black text used to print the 
names of Western art movements and critical art categories. As Glenn Lowry, the current 
director of the MOMA and the author of an essay about Barr’s diagrams, explains, the visual 
organization of this diagram is not incidental. He writes that “[t]he vectors created by Barr’s 
lines suggest an effort to show that modern art developed from one movement to another in an 
almost algorithmic or scientific progression from Neo-Impressionism to abstraction.”52 Lowry 
traces the history of these diagrams across art history and art itself, highlighting Miguel 
Covarrubia’s 1933 Tree of Modern Art, Planted 60 Years Ago, which attempted to artistically 
visualize the progression of the history of art through art itself, only to end with twisted branches 
at the tree’s top, and the 1924-1927 Analytical Charts of Kazimir Malevich, which use the visual 
organization of works of art as pedagogical tools. Lowry places Barr’s diagram within a 
contextual frame that reveals his ideological and institutional motivations. He writes that Barr’s 
diagram allowed the Museum of Modern Art to have “a stake in claiming the centrality of these 
fields to a larger definition and history of modern art,” allowing for the production of an art 
history that places MOMA at its foundation.53 
Aldwyth’s constellation map presents a history of twentieth-century art unbound by the 
scientific and algorithmic hierarchies that weigh down Barr’s diagram. Rather than presenting a 
genealogy of art, a process by which aesthetic innovation is defined by time and place, Twinkle, 
Twinkle uses the map of the night sky to present a vision of twentieth-century art defined by 
 
52 Glenn D. Lowry, “Abstraction in 1936: Barr’s Diagrams,” in Inventing Abstraction, 1910-1925: How a 
Radical Idea Changed Modern Art, edited by Leah Dickerman (New York: The Museum of Modern Art, 2012), 
361. 
53 Lowry, 361-2. 
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independent but connected clusters of “stars,” which act and are acted upon by each other in 
different ways. Aldwyth uses the form of the constellation as both a visual and conceptual tool. 
Constellations draw connections between distant stars. These stars are lifetimes away from us 
and from each other and are only dim suggestions of presences in space to the naked eye. Yet, 
these same stars form vibrant images, defined for us by time and tradition. Ptolemy (c. 100-c. 
170 AD), the Roman-Egyptian astronomer, identified and named forty-eight constellations 
recognized today by the International Astronomical Union, including Ursa Major and Ursa 
Minor, Draco, Hercules, Lyra, Cassiopeia, Perseus, and Boötes, among others. Their names are 
derived from the myths and legends of ancient times, and their shapes only vaguely reminiscent 
of the things they are said to represent. We – broadly conceived – have affixed these names to 
these forced assemblages of stars, even though we are millennia away from the original contexts 
in which they were discovered and named. Others – even more broadly conceived – have affixed 
different names to different stars, forming shapes from those we cannot see from our vantage 
points and articulating myths we could only begin to unravel.  
Aldwyth organizes the front of Twinkle, Twinkle using the connecting lines of 
constellations to outline the vague shapes of works of art. These shapes provide a suggestion of 
the artworks pasted on top of them, suggesting basic forms and accentuating important details. 
Outside of these constellations, some works of art – like Pierre Bonnard’s L’Amandier en Fleur 
(The Almond Tree in Blossom, 1946-1947) –  float freely, suggesting large asteroids or planets 
lost in space. The utility of the constellation form is its fluidity, its ability to be interpreted 
differently depending on perspective and location in space. Working against the hierarchy of 
Barr’s diagram, Twinkle, Twinkle allows for a reimagining of a history of art as a selection of 
artworks and artists filtered through the lens of Aldwyth’s own aesthetic taste. 
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By understanding Barr’s diagram and its presence in Twinkle, Twinkle, we can work to 
unravel the extraordinary assemblage of works of art and artists included in its center and on its 
borders. By hinting at a means of “reading” her piece, Aldwyth provides greater insight into its 
organization and communicative work, allowing us to interpret her use of an established visual 
map of the night sky as a means of categorizing and defining her universe as it is punctuated by 
subjective taste and appreciation. However, this interpretation is not and should not be limited to 
the front of the piece: the next section of this chapter explores the back side of the collage, in 
which the artist introduces written text, complimenting and challenging the assembled 
photographs that give the front its visual and epistemological power.  
IV: 
 Thus far, our examination of Twinkle, Twinkle has focused on the front of the work, 
which uses photographic reproductions of works of twentieth-century art suspended in space to 
tell half of a story. Save the small text on Barr’s diagram in the lower left-hand corner, there is 
no text to guide our interpretations. Instead, viewers of Twinkle, Twinkle are left to make sense 
of the piece through what they know about the artworks included on its front or what interpretive 
texts displayed alongside it in exhibition reveal.54 On the verso side of Aldwyth’s piece, she has 
taken the constellation forms of the front and reversed them, populating each one with the 
written names of artists associated with different art movements and critical categories of the 
twentieth century. These constellations of association are filled with artists whom Aldwyth 
admires, those whom she feels are representative of the movements their works have come to 
represent. A sampling of the names in each constellation reads like an entry from an 
 
54 Aldwyth’s imagined ideal audience knows enough about the art that she is in conversation with to draw 
conclusions from the work about her attitudes towards art, art history, and the art world. In reality, however, these 
conclusions may be overshadowed by the pleasure of simply looking at Aldwyth’s art. Both are worthwhile pursuits. 
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encyclopedia of modern art: “Pop” is populated by the likes of Ed Ruscha, Robert Rauschenberg, 
Claes Oldenburg, Roy Lichtenstein, Andy Warhol, and James Rosenquist; “Conceptual” includes 
David Ireland, Joseph Kosuth, Piero Manzoni, Félix González-Torres, and Mark Lombardi; 
“Outsider” names the Philadelphia Wireman, Bill Traylor, Sam Doyle, Martín Ramírez, Adolf 
Wölfi, and James Castle.  
Alongside these constellations, some of which could easily accommodate artists included 
multiple times (as we know, the disciplines constrict and restrict, although some resist their 
disciplining), a handful of artists floating free like asteroids or planets, existing outside of the 
associative bonds of the collage’s constellations. These artists include Man Ray, Pierre Bonnard, 
Pat Steir, Jasper Johns, Henri Matisse, Robert Smithson, Antoni Gaudí, and the enigmatically 
mononymic “Picasso.” They are artists whom Aldwyth acknowledges “I really like,” along with 
a few less-well-known artists, “some personal artist friends I like.”55 These are the building 
blocks with which Aldwyth constructs the other half of her collage, which, using the 
constellation map as a landscape of exploration, becomes bigger than the infinity of the night 
sky. 
 By viewing Twinkle, Twinkle through the conceptual interplay of word and image as it 
functions on both sides of the collage, we can further investigate the ways in which this piece 
evokes and interrogates the construction of art historical knowledge through the play of 
language. The front of Twinkle, Twinkle is a sea of ideas, wordless images dispersed in space and 
connected only vaguely by the interplay of stars. Smaller pieces of larger works of art, details 
excised from the world of things and thrown into the void of the night sky, populate these 
geometric forms. Aldwyth applies perspective and definition to the connected stars through an 
 
55 Aldwyth in conversation with the author, September 4, 2020. 
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array of images, which, culled from some other printed source, represent things already known – 
yet they are appropriated, redefined. Their contexts are transformed through their inclusion in 
Twinkle, Twinkle, offering us new ways of seeing things old and established.  
For an example of how Aldwyth’s inclusion of images – and pieces from them – in 
Twinkle, Twinkle transforms their meaning, consider the half-naked strongman (Figure 2.6) with 
a cartoon lollipop near in the top-left quadrant of the right circle. This figure, simultaneously 
drawing our eyes to his groin and concealing his genitals, was once the centerpiece of Richard 
Figure 2.6: Aldwyth, detail from Twinkle, Twinkle (2013). Collage on Okawara paper in black gesso and white ink, 40x76". 
Collection of the artist. Courtesy of the artist. 
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Hamilton’s 1956 Just what is it that makes today’s homes so different, so appealing? collage 
(Figure 2.7). Aldwyth has ripped him with precision from the hardwood floor of his piecemeal 
living room, where, in the original work, a tape recorder, a canned ham, a vacuuming maid, a 
television, a beautiful woman with a lampshade on her head, and “young Romance” spelled out 
in big orange letters on a poster on the wall once set the scene. Cast into space in Twinkle, 
Twinkle, he is no longer safe within the comfort of his own home. Instead, he is left to his own 
devices in the cold space of Aldwyth’s star chart, representing the Pop constellation on the other 
Figure 2.7: Richard Hamilton, Just what is it that makes today's homes so different, so appealing? (1956). 
Collage on paper, 10 ¼x9 ¾”. Collection of Kunsthalle Tübingen. Courtesy of Kunsthalle Tübingen. 
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side of the work. Thus, Aldwyth’s appropriation of Richard Hamilton’s figure allows it to 
communicate something different and novel within the context of her own work, acting as an 
integral element in a dialogue between a collage populated by images of works of art and one 
populated by constellations of text. 
The constellations on the back of Twinkle, Twinkle are a means of navigating through and 
with the art and art history of the twentieth century, providing a way of understanding the 
inclusion of works of art on the piece’s front and drawing connections between them all as part 
of a greater Western canon. Each work of art on the front also acts as a metonym for the 
movement or artist it represents on the back: William Kentridge’s Drawing from Stereoscope 
(1998-1999) of a man leaking water into a flooding room is a metonym for the Drawing 
constellation; Robert Smithson’s Spiral Jetty (1970) is a metonym for that of Land Art; Donald 
Judd’s 1976 Untitled, a plywood box with a sloping interior, is a metonym for the Minimalism 
grouping.  
The constellation map, then, enables one way of seeing the twentieth-century art canon 
through a finite selection of works. Through the act of curating these works, Aldwyth both forms 
and critiques the canon of art from which she pulls her source material. The epistemological 
form of the constellation map allows Aldwyth to establish a concretized body of knowledge of 
twentieth-century Western art on her own subjective terms through the assemblage of work she 
admires. It also gives her the space in which to place herself in that particular representation of 
twentieth-century art, which simultaneously embraces and rejects the canonical formations 
exemplified by the constellations. Using the constellation as a means of articulating a decentered 
chronology of the art and artists she admires, Aldwyth proposes an art history dictated by 
individual taste, rather than institutional edicts.  
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V: 
 Moving from one center – Peale’s hand lifting the curtain to Bicycle Wheel – to the other 
– the outer wooden doors concealing Étant donnés: 1° la chute d'eau / 2° le gaz d'éclairage 
(Given: 1. The Waterfall, 2. The Illuminating Gas) – of Twinkle, Twinkle, we must once again 
consider Aldwyth’s use of the work of Marcel Duchamp in her two-sided collage (Figure 2.8). 
Figure 2.8: Aldwyth, detail from Twinkle, Twinkle Verso (2013). Collage on Okawara 
paper in black gesso and white ink, 40x76". Collection of the artist. Courtesy of the 
artist. 
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Visually, Étant donnés… is positioned so as to mirror the photomontage image of Peale and 
Duchamp on the obverse side of the work. It and Boîte-en-valise, a work comprised of 
photographic reproductions of Duchamp’s works in a small suitcase, above it, are the only works 
of visual art included on the verso side, amid images of famous museums with telescopes on 
their roofs, slivers of a South Carolina Lowcountry map echoing the sea monsters of the deep in 
Renaissance mappemonde, and the constellations of artist’s names written in white against the 
black cosmos. For Aldwyth, Duchamp “holds the universe together represented by Bicycle Wheel 
(the beginning) and (verso) Étant donnés… (the end).”56 We can extend her interpretation of her 
work further, however, recognizing not only the centrality of Duchamp to Twinkle, Twinkle and 
Aldwyth’s work writ large, but the ways in which Aldwyth self-consciously fills the artistic void 
left by Duchamp – the self-proclaimed “guiding light” of her work, enabling her humorous and 
chiding art about art itself – as signaled by the inclusion of his works in the visual landscape of 
Aldwyth’s collage. 
 Étant donnés… is unlike any other work made by Duchamp. Constructed in secret 
between 1946-1966, when the artist was thought to have retired from artmaking, it is 
simultaneously massive, enigmatic, and tactile. The experience of looking at the piece is one of 
looking through time and space and is one that is curiously personal. A visitor to the Philadelphia 
Museum of Art, where the work has been on display since 1969, “passes through a doorway in 
the far corner of the gallery and turns to find himself [sic] in a small room, confronted with a 
roughly stuccoed wall extending across it from floor to ceiling and from wall to wall.”57 In the 
center of this wall is “a large arched doorway made of old bricks,” which frames two “old 
 
56 Aldwyth, “Twinkle, Twinkle” Aldwyth, accessed April 14, 2021, http://www.aldwyth.com/twinkle-
twinkle/. 
57 Anne d’Harnoncourt and Walter Hopps, Étant donnés: 1⁰ la chute d'eau, 2⁰ le gaz d'éclairage: 
Reflections on a New Work by Marcel Duchamp (Philadelphia: Philadelphia Museum of Art, 1987), 8. 
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Spanish wooden door[s].”58 The doors, “a weathered silver gray,” are “studded with iron rivets,” 
and have “no sign of hinges or of any knob or handle.”59 They are effectively unopenable. At eye 
level in the middle of the doors are two infinitesimally small holes, through which a visitor, 
should they accept the piece’s invitation, can look through. If they do, “the first shock of 
encounter with the scene behind the door[s] will always be a private and essentially indescribable 
experience.”60 The wooden doors conceal a realistic female nude, lying on a bed of twigs and 





Figure 2.9: Marcel Duchamp, interior view of Étant donnés: 1. La chute 
d’eau, 2. Le gaz d’éclairage (Given: 1. The Waterfall, 2. The Illuminating 
Gas) (1946-1966). Mixed-media assemblage: wooden door, bricks, velvet, 
wood, leather stretched over an armature of metal, twigs, aluminum, iron, 
glass, Plexiglas, linoleum, cotton, electric lights, gas lamp (Bec Auer type), 
motor, etc., 95.5x70”. Collection of Philadelphia Museum of Art. Courtesy 
Philadelphia Museum of Art. 
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forested landscape sets the scene. A motor powers a waterfall, which laps somewhere within the 
artist’s contrived situation. Those with their eyes pressed up to the wooden doors can see what is 
inside Étant donnés…, relishing the play of the simulacra in a space defined by artifice and the 
intimacy of the act of looking at the work of art. They play the role of the voyeur, watching the 
waterfall, the illuminating gas, and the nude woman reclined lifelike and seemingly alive.  
Aldwyth’s use of Étant donnés… in Twinkle, Twinkle evokes and connotes this act of 
looking. As the artist narrates, most of her art begins with the question of “I wonder what would 
happen if” she did something to a certain material.61 In this case, her questioning led her to make 
the thin Okawara paper she uses in her collages impermeable to light using repeated applications 
of black gesso. Then, she thought “maybe I need to make some holes so I can see through it.”62 
The holes in the black paper became the white stars. Then Aldwyth “started putting up all the 
things like I usually do about art history, so then it became art history and then my art also.” The 
stars and the paper reproduction of Duchamp’s piece – into which Aldwyth poked two holes – 
are ways of seeing from one side of the collage to the other. The only difference between 
Duchamp’s work and Aldwyth’s reimagination of it is that the viewer of the latter work only sees 
out the other end. There is nothing to see inside the piece literally, yet the process has been 
replicated. 
The act of looking through the peephole in the doors of Étant donnés… also mimics the 
act of looking through the many telescopes pasted on the roofs of the many museums on the 
verso side of Twinkle, Twinkle. One is reminded of the work of seeking and finding, of putting 
names and definitions to those things far beyond our physical grasp. Indeed, those wooden doors 
will not open – we are left straining to see what is on the other side, either through the physical 
 
61 Aldwyth in conversation with the author, September 4, 2020. 
62 Ibid. 
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act of looking or the figurative act of imagining the possibilities of what could be there. We do 
the same with the constellations in the night sky, using what we know and what we imagine to 
make sense of their presence and their groupings. 
 Aldwyth’s use of Bicycle Wheel and Étant donnés… in Twinkle, Twinkle represent a 
spiritual and aesthetic connection between the artist and her predecessor, implying a shared 
affinity for humor, the depiction of the ordinary and the extraordinary, and the aesthetic 
modification of reality through art. Duchamp and Aldwyth are connected, placed in axis with 
each other at the very center of each side of the work (Aldwyth’s house and the cartouche 
containing Bicycle Wheel on the front, the star labelled “Me” and Étant donnés on the back).  
Twinkle, Twinkle, then, is not only a map of the celestial bodies reimagined, but an homage and a 
philosophical statement, a revisioning of modern art history with radical consequences. 
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Chapter III: Consider the Stink Ant 
I: 
“The ant is in everything I do. It’s somewhere in there,” Aldwyth explains, discussing the 
presence of an image of the Megaloponera foetens, more commonly known as the Cameroonian 
stink ant, in the “colorized” half of her Casablanca diptych (2004-2006). There the black and 
white image of the stink ant stands in profile amid the pink matter of a paper brain at the very 
center of the collage. In any other given large collage made by Aldwyth since The World 
According to Zell (1997-2001), the ant can be found hiding among the clipped works of art the 
artist has tirelessly cut out and assembled according to her own ends. The ant is much more than 
an ant – its life cycle and its curious interaction with the world around it makes it much more 
than an ordinary six-legged creature. As Aldwyth puts it, “it’s like art, you know – what is it? 
You inhale it, and it impels you to do it.” This chapter explores the presence, significance, and 
function of the Megaloponera foetens in Aldwyth’s large collage works, with the aim of 
articulating the ways in which the ant invites us to understand the totality of Aldwyth’s artistic 
production. 
II: 
I first met Aldwyth (virtually) in July of 2020, a little over a month after I discovered her 
work by chance while looking through the online exhibition archives of the Ackland Art 
Museum at the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill. She called in from her octagonal 
home studio on the salt marshes of Hilton Head Island, I from my combination bedroom-
workspace. We started with introductions before diving into a discussion of how she came into 
herself as an artist. She told me her story, explaining the circumstances of her childhood and her 
introduction to artmaking, including mural-making in the fifth grade and a passion for painting 
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explored and exhausted by the mid-1980s. We talked about her three-dimensional assemblage 
and bricolage works, in part the products of Hurricane Hugo in 1989, which were the focus of 
her efforts in the late-1980s and 1990s. We ended our discussion of Aldwyth’s history of making 
art by talking about her collage work.  
I was particularly interested in her Casablanca diptych. I asked her about the piece, 
which was one of the first collage works she did after The World According to Zell. She started 
by saying “I had been cutting out eyeballs, and I knew I wanted to do something with 
eyeballs.”63 Eyeballs, as she noted, are almost ubiquitous in modern media – “anything that’s got 
an ad, it’s usually a person.”64 Alongside the copious amounts of paper eyeballs stored in 
Tupperware containers, Aldwyth had been cutting out images of works of art she liked from 
wherever she could find them. Casablanca became a work of art in two distinct parts: first, a 
“classic” half in black, white, gray, and other muted tones, featuring a deluge of eyeballs and a 
floating sphere composed of various works of art, including those by Joseph Cornell, Robert 
Rauschenberg, Man Ray, Cindy Sherman, and Gerhard Richter. Second, a “colorized” half, 
featuring clusters of art Aldwyth has seen and wants to see, each connected to a central pink 
brain by colorful neurons. At the center of the brain was the image of a small ant, which she did 
not mention. That would come later in our conversation. 
In contrast to Casablanca (classic), which features “my favorite artworks that I had 
images of,” asking the question of “what’s art without looking at it,” Casablanca (colorized) 
illustrates “all the different types of art, and the art that I’ve seen,” with a central focus on “my 
life in art, and my brain, with the ant.”65 After mentioning the ant, Aldwyth asked if I knew 
 
63 Aldwyth in conversation with the author, July 21, 2020. 
64 Ibid. 
65 Ibid. 
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about its presence and what it meant. I did not. Somewhat confused, I admitted to the gap in my 
knowledge of her and her work. I queried, “what is the ant doing there?” She began to explain its 
place and its purpose. 
 According to Aldwyth, this ant, which she assured me was real, was part of a museum 
installation in California created by artist David Wilson. The museum, she says, “just has these 
wonderful little things,” one of them being “this ant, which crawls around the jungle and comes 
to a tree and starts climbing.” It climbs “up as far as [it] can go, just keeps climbing until [it] gets 
to the top of the tree and can’t go any further.” Then it “impales [it]self onto the tree, and a thing 
grows out of the top of [its] head, which kind of has spores in it.” Those spores “fall down to the 
jungle floor,” where “there happens to be another ant crawling along who inhales a spore.” When 
that ant inhales the spore, “it impels [it] to climb up and up and up and up and up.” The cycle 
continues. This ant, as Aldwyth explained, is a leitmotif in her art. Even if it is not present in a 
piece (Aldwyth only began including it after she made The World According to Zell), the ethos 
undergirding it – the notion that the work of the artist is akin to inhaling an infectious fungal 
spore, which impels creative and affective acts – is there. 
 Out of everything Aldwyth and I talked about during our first meeting, I was most 
fascinated by what she had to say about this ant. I was determined to learn more. I began by 
reading Lawrence Weschler’s book on David Wilson and the Museum of Jurassic Technology, 
which Aldwyth suggested I read to learn more about the Megaloponera foetens. In his book, 
Weschler explores the phenomena of the ant (Figure 3.1) in great detail, using it to orient his 
readers to the landscape of wonder that is the Museum. Of the stink ant, he writes, “[t]his large 
ant – indeed, one of the very few capable of emitting a cry audible to the human ear,” “survives 
by foraging for food among the fallen leaves and undergrowth of the extraordinarily rich rain-
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forest floor.”66 On occasion, he notes, “while thus foraging, one of these ants will become 
infected by inhaling the microscopic spore of a fungus from the genus Tomentella, millions of 
which rain down upon the forest floor from somewhere in the canopy above.”67 The inhalation of 
this spore changes the course of the ant’s life: the spore seats itself in its brain and grows, 
“quickly fomenting bizarre behavioral changes in its ant host.”68 In swift succession, “[t]he 
creature appears troubled and confused, and presently, for the first time in its life, it leaves the 
forest floor and begins an arduous climb up the stalks of vines and ferns.”69  
 And so, the ant proceeds upon its involuntary odyssey up to the top of the world. When it 
reaches the top of the canopy, having “finally achiev[ed] a seemingly prescribed height… utterly 
spent, it impales the plant with its mandibles and, thus affixed, waits to die.”70 In the remains of 
the stink ant’s physical form, the fungus lives on, continuing “to consume the [ant’s] brain, 
moving on through the rest of the nervous system and, eventually, through all the soft tissue that 
remains of the ant.”71 After about two weeks, “a spikelike protrusion erupts from out of what had 
once been the ant’s head,” growing “to a length of about an inch and a half,” and featuring “a 
bright orange tip, heavy-laden with spores.”72 These spores fall back down the forest floor, 
continuing the cycle defined by dual pillars of consumption and chance. 
This is the story Aldwyth engaged after reading about the stink ant. Aldwyth’s use of the 
Megaloponera foetens in her work dates to the late 1990s, coinciding with her introduction to the 
work of Wilson, founder and creator of the Museum of Jurassic Technology (MJT). Opened in 
1988 by Wilson and his wife, the museum is characterized by Wilson as a “small natural history 
 




70 Weschler, 4. 
71 Ibid. 
72 Ibid. 
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museum with an emphasis on curiosities and technological innovation … interested in presenting 
phenomena that other natural history museums seem unwilling to present.”73 Its exhibits – 
including Mary Davis’s horn, an exquisitely carved Flemish fruit stone depicting the crucifixion 
of Christ, and the elusive Deprong Mori of the Tripiscum Plateau, enshrined in a block of lead – 
question the nature of memory, the impossibility of nature, and the heterogeneous oddities that 
color and give texture to a seemingly homogenous world. The Megaloponera foetens, the subject 
of a permanent exhibition at the MJT, does not exist in the wild. It is part of Wilson’s great 
mash-up, combining fact and fiction and stretching the limits of each within the space of the 
natural history museum. As Weschler notes, there is an ant (the Camponotus floridanus) that 
does inhale a fungal spore (that of the Cordyceps) and makes a journey from the ground to the 
tops of short trees, plants, and grasses.74 But that ant lives in Florida, not in Cameroon. But 
David Wilson does not wait for the truths that could support his fantastical exhibitions to come 
forth – he creates them for himself. That it is not “true” in the sense most of us would come to 
expect is not of issue – Aldwyth continues to use the ant regardless in her large collage works 
(even professing its truth), and visitors to the museum fall prey to the seductive nature of 
Wilson’s narratives, which are so compellingly intricate that they might as well be part of our 
reality. 
Knowing more about the reasons behind the stink ant’s presence in Aldwyth’s works, I 
revisited each of Aldwyth’s post-Zell collages (of which there are eight) and began my artistic 
scavenger hunt for the creature. It takes a keen eye and no small degree of patience to find them 
all.  
 
73 David Wilson, quoted in Weschler, 26. 
74 Weschler, 66-67. 
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The ant (Figure 3.1), which we see in profile, has a large head, a hairy thorax, and an 
abdomen with a sharp pointed end. It has two antennae and a third, thicker, appendage 
protruding from its head.  
In Where were you when the moon was full? (2001-2005), it is in the middle of an island 
suspended in the beige space of the Okawara paper, perched upon one of two palmetto trees 
blowing in the wind. In Casablanca (2003/4-2006), it can be found in the center of the colorized 
half of the diptych, occupying the space within the fleshy pink brain connected to addled 
neurons, disembodied eyes, and what looks to be branches of the iconic map of the London 
Underground. In 20th Century (1999-2010), it sits in the lower left-hand corner between four 
infinitesimally small pieces of paper on which “1998” is printed. In Slip slidin’, slip slidin’ away 
(2008-2009), the ant defies gravity as it stands upside down on the inside of a speech bubble, 
fashioned as an utterance from a pair of red lips divorced from a human face, revealing white 
teeth and the blackness of what lies behind them. In What’s love got to do, got to do with it? 
(2007-2009), the ant is near the work’s bottom, in the vicinity of Gene Kelly’s iconic lamppost 
from Singin’ in the Rain. In Twinkle, Twinkle/Twinkle, Twinkle (Verso) (2013), it is on the right 
side of the frame containing Peale’s self-portrait and Duchamp’s Bicycle Wheel (and is 
represented as a four-star constellation immediately to the left of Duchamp’s Étant donnés…, 
amid the other signifying and signified celestial forms on the verso side of the collage). Lastly, in 
Figure 3.1: David Wilson, drawing of a Cameroonian 
stink ant (Megaloponera foetens) with a fungal 
appendage protruding from its head (c. 1996). 
Collection of the Museum of Jurassic Technology. 
Courtesy Museum of Jurassic Technology. 
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A not so Still Life in a Landscape (minimal) with Figures, sort of (2018), Aldwyth’s most recent 
large collage, it is centered in the bottom border of the work, accompanied in each of the centers 
of the other three edges by phantom ants, slightly smaller and with colors inverted. Taken 
together, these ants represent a common thread strung between eight uncommon and dissimilar 
works of art. 
The presence of the stink ant in Aldwyth’s large collage works connects them with 
Wilson’s creation both formally and conceptually. Both Aldwyth’s and Wilson’s formal artistic 
practices rely on the curation of collected and created objects as a means of telling stories. Both 
also use similar means of epistemological organization in their works, meshing evocations of 
reality within webs of wonderous things. This work harkens back to the Renaissance formulation 
of the Wunderkammer, or cabinet of curiosity, where collected and assembled objects were 
exhibited according to the idiosyncratic whims of their owners, inhabiting the liminal spaces 
between the real and the imaginary. A visitor to a cabinet of curiosity – for example, Ole 
Worm’s Museum Wormianum, the Musaeum Tradescantianum of John Tradescant the Elder and 
the Younger, or that of Ferrante Imperato, quoted in Aldwyth’s Casablanca diptych –would 
encounter a landscape of fascination and perturbation.75 One would find the same thing at MJT, 
a place where visitors can experience a “shimmering between wondering at (the marvels of 
nature) and wondering whether (any of this could possibly be true).”76 As he correctly concludes, 
the experience of inhabiting these spaces allows us to make sense of the miraculous and the 
marvelous, giving us the ability to redefine and reposition our own positions in an exceedingly 
complex world. In short, the “capacity for such delicious confusion…may constitute the most 
 
75 Weschler, 49. 
76 Weschler, 60. 
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blessedly wonderful thing about being human.”77 
The Megaloponera foetens, one such element in Wilson’s cabinet of curiosity, is given 
new life in Aldwyth’s art: after reading Weschler’s book in 1998, she began to include the ant in 
her large collages, recognizing the cyclical journey, from inhalation, to impalement, to 
consumption, to re-genesis, to be like the process of becoming an artist. Whereas Wilson works 
with questions of wonder, however, Aldwyth eschews wonder for realism. This appropriation of 
the image and concept of the stink ant, then, allows us to parse the relationships between objects 
and their origins in Aldwyth’s collage works. It also enables us to better see the ways in which 
the artist constructs structures of knowledge through her use of curated and collaged print matter, 
allowing us to see anew the world of things already seen. 
III: 
There are four distinct stages in the life cycle of the Megaloponera foetens. First, 
inhalation, in which the ant crawling on the forest floor by chance inhales a Tomentella spore. 
Second, ascension, in which the ant climbs up the tree, ascending to the top of the rainforest’s 
canopy. Third, consumption, in which the ant impales the tree with its mandible, dies, and is 
consumed by the fungus growing within. Fourth, dissemination, in which the fungal appendage 
emerges like a horn from the ant’s head, raining spores down onto the forest floor below. 
Aldwyth’s large collages visually illustrate the function of the artist and of art itself through the 
ant, which signifies various acts of artistic inhalation, ascension, consumption, and 
dissemination. Two important early collages – the previously mentioned Casablanca diptych 
(2003/4-2006) and Where Were You When the Moon Was Full? (2001-2005) – allow us to 
explore the ways in which the Megaloponera foetens operates as a visual and conceptual motif in 
 
77 Ibid. 
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Aldwyth’s greater artmaking practice. 
 The Casablanca diptych is split into two parts, each roughly 78 ½x72”. It tells two 
distinct but related stories. The “classic” half (Figure 3.2), according to Aldwyth, puns on 
Humphrey Bogart’s famous “Here’s looking at you, kid” quip from Michael Curtiz’s 
Casablanca (1942). As Aldwyth notes in her comments on the piece, it features “some of my 
Figure 3.2: Aldwyth, Casablanca (classic) (2003-2006). Collage on Okawara paper with silk tissue, 78.5x71". 
Collection of the artist. Photographer: Rick Rhodes. Courtesy Halsey Institute of Contemporary Art. 
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favorite works of art,” which “look back at me (or you).”78 Each photographic reproduction of a 
work of art is cut and assembled to fit within the monumental floating sphere in the collage’s 
center. The borders between each work and between the sphere and the negative space it floats 
within are covered with “eyes drifting down – sliding over and around the works as if the art was 
the observer.”79 Some of the works included in the “classic” half are even “embellished with the 
eyes of the[ir] creator[s].”80 While Aldwyth has provided a key as to which works of art are 
where in the “classic” half of her diptych, the eyes remain anonymous. We can only assume that 
the hundreds, if not thousands, of eyes in Casablanca (classic) belong to the very artists we 
encounter through looking at the collage. Thus, a standoff of sorts is staged, in which the art and 
the artist look at us just as intensely as we look at it. 
While the “classic” half of Casablanca raises many compelling and unanswered 
questions, the “colorized” half is of more importance to a discussion of the Megaloponera 
foetens (Figure 3.3). This part of the diptych uses the spatial landscape of the collage to construct 
what Aldwyth calls “my narrative.”81 This narrative is, by virtue of the collage’s size and scope, 
massive and wide-ranging. It also contains “nothing but facts” about the artist’s life, as told 
through the assembled images of art and other art-world ephemera.82 On the edges of the work, a 
collaged assortment of images of covers of art publications (the books, magazines, and 
catalogues Aldwyth uses to source her visual materials) act as a bibliography of sorts, citing the 
myriad media the artist consumes as a part of her work and her self-education. They enclose a 
field of images of the night sky interspersed with images of works of art by early internet and 
 





82 Aldwyth in conversation with the author, July 21, 2020. 
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video artists, like Nam June Paik’s TV Bra for Living Sculpture (1969), which Aldwyth uses to 
represent her time as a cello player in San Diego in the fifth and sixth grades. Along the 
circumference of the white circle at the center of the collage, images of printed internet addresses 
Figure 3.3: Aldwyth, Casablanca (colorized) (2004-2006). Collage on Okawara paper with silk tissue, 78.5x72.75”. Collection 
of the artist. Photographer: Rick Rhodes. Courtesy Halsey Institute of Contemporary Art. 
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create a border, facilitating an almost osmotic exchange between what Aldwyth calls “the new 
art world” and her own.83 Near the outside of the circle – sometimes jutting out into the ether of 
space – Aldwyth has constructed what she calls “medallions,” or clusters of images, each 
depicting very specific orderings of print matter around unified themes, including memorable 
exhibitions, works she will never see, future road trip destinations, self-portraits by older artists, 
the color red, everything but the color red, paintings of women, and collage. Each of these 
medallions are connected to each other by “roads.” The different “roads” – sometimes blood 
vessels, sometimes lines from maps of the London Underground – converge at four primary 
points (Figure 3.4). These cardinal points are the foundation upon which Aldwyth’s “personal 
cabinet of wonder” is comprised, showcasing “a life of art accumulated in my brain and in my 
heart.”84  
First among them is an image of a tall, brown, long-necked vase by Doug Casebeer, a 
potter and Artistic Director Emeritus at Anderson Ranch Arts Center in Snowmass Village, 
Colorado. According to Aldwyth, it represents her tenure as a resident there from 1991-1993 and 
as a visiting artist in 1996 and 2001. Her time there was “very influential” – her artistic practice 
developed and evolved from painting during her residencies at Anderson Ranch, allowing her to 
create multimedia assemblage and bricolage works like Evolution of a Species (1991-1992) or 
her UFO (User Friendly Objet d’Art) series (1992-1993). 
Next is an illustration of a brown-haired man drumming his fingers on his head by Joe 
Bowler. Bowler, an important figure in the so-called Second Illustrative Golden Age and a 
regular illustrator for Cosmopolitan Magazine and Ladies’ Home Journal, was a member of the 
 
83 Aldwyth, Mark Sloan, and Rosamond Purcell, Aldwyth: Work v. / Work n. – Collage and Assemblage 
1991-2009 (Charleston: Halsey Institute of Contemporary Art, 2009), 98. 
84 Ibid. 
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Red Piano Round Table, an informal group of artists living on and around Hilton Head Island 
who convened every Thursday for almost twenty years at the Red Piano Art Gallery, South 
Carolina’s oldest professional gallery of fine art. Aldwyth joined the Red Piano Round Table in 
Figure 3.4: Aldwyth, detail from Casablanca (colorized) (2004-2006). Collage on Okawara 
paper with silk tissue, 78.5x72.75". Collection of the artist. Photographer: Rick Rhodes. 
Courtesy Halsey Institute of Contemporary Art. 
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1980 and considers her friendship, fellowship, and education with local and international painters 
and illustrators, including Bowler, Coby Whitmore, Joe DeMers, Walter Greer, Ralph “Bal” 
Ballantine, Marge Parker, Elizabeth Grant, Katy Hodgeman, Tua Hayes, and George Plante to be 
the educational equivalent of her MFA, which she never pursued.85 
 Third, a collage in miniature (for Aldwyth, at least) comprised of various images that 
“connect to some of my earliest memories – a bronze statue, Audubon book, Rube Goldberg, 
Saul Steinberg, art I saw in NYC.”86 Among the works shown, Aldwyth includes Pablo Picasso’s 
Guernica (1937) and a fragment from The Swimming Pool (1952) by Henri Matisse. This point 
of convergence commemorates Aldwyth’s first encounters with art as a young child and as a 
budding artist during the latter half of the twentieth century, harkening back to her fervent road 
trips across the eastern seaboard to museums and galleries in New York City, Washington, D.C., 
and Chicago, among other major American cities. In her words, “I’d get in the car and drive 
anywhere.”87 Through this intensive self-education, Aldwyth developed her almost encyclopedic 
knowledge of twentieth-century art, which inspired her to create her art about art. This collage 
within a collage is surrounded by disembodied eyes and is connected directly to the paper heart 
below and the brain above it by red and blue vessels. 
 Aldwyth’s brain, at the center of her collage, is the fourth and final point of convergence. 
It is connected to the Casebeer vase, the Bowler head, the amalgamation of previous encounters 
with art and visual media that shaped the artist known today as “Aldwyth,” and all the other 
medallions in the collage’s central circle. The ant sits within the brain. It inhabits two positions 
in this piece. On the one hand, the spore within the ant is at the center of Aldwyth’s brain, 
 
85 Nancy Wellard, “Wellard: Art from what ‘comes to hand’,” Island Packet (Hilton Head, SC), May 7, 
2015. 
86 Aldwyth, Mark Sloan, and Rosamond Purcell, 98. 
87 Aldwyth in conversation with the author, September 4, 2020. 
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representing how David Wilson’s creation has allowed and compelled Aldwyth to redefine 
herself and her art according to the continuing cycle of inhalation, ascension, consumption, and 
dissemination in which the ant finds itself. The ant seems to silently evoke the practices of those 
artists who came before Aldwyth, themselves compelled by their own inspirations and other 
formulations of Wilson’s idiosyncratic fungal spores to create art. The presence of the ant also 
gives meaning to and contextualizes Aldwyth’s own journey through a life defined and signified 
by art. On the other hand, the ant communicates to the viewer of the Casablanca diptych 
independent of the artist’s edicts, which guide one interpretation of the work. One must know the 
story of the ant to understand it, requiring prior knowledge of David Wilson’s Museum of 
Jurassic Technology and Aldwyth’s appropriation of it in her philosophy of artmaking. The ant 
functions as a signifier of the cycle by which the spore – and art itself – is reproduced and as a 
stand in for the infectious power of art. One is taken aback by the magnitude and scope of 
Aldwyth’s collage, perhaps driven by their observation and experience of Aldwyth’s artistic 
journey to embark on one of their own. Long after Aldwyth has finally earned her place in the 
great pantheon of twenty-first century artists (if that is indeed what she wants), those very artists 
who gazed upon Casablanca with wonder in their eyes and mouths agape might tell their own 
stories – constructing their own personal cabinets of wonder – with an image of this very collage 
in the mix. 
 While the use of Megaloponera foetens in Casablanca allows us to understand Aldwyth’s 
collage as a personal narrative and a means of causing others to “inhale the spore,” the world of 
art is much broader than that contained within the artist’s octagonal home studio. Luckily, 
Aldwyth addresses this discrepancy in other works, none more so than Where Were You When 
the Moon Was Full? (2001-2005), created during roughly the same period as the Casablanca 
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diptych. This massive collage (Figure 3.5) is 72.75x117.25” and is part of the collection of the 
Telfair Museum of Art in Savannah, Georgia.  
On the border of the work, faces of artists divorced from their heads stare back into the 
eyes of the viewer. They peer out from the reliquary spaces left behind by the artist’s excising of 
images of waves from a tide log, for use in the collage’s center. In the four corners of the border, 
Aldwyth has pasted images of Giorgio Morandi, Pierre Bonnard, Marcel Duchamp, and 
Leonardo Da Vinci. Within the confines of the tide log margins, the collage is split into an outer 
and an inner section by a clearly defined elliptical border of moons from the same log, each 
arranged in phasal order and oscillating from new to waxing to full to waning, continuing.88 On 
 
88 This segmenting of “outer” and “inner” is a recurring motif in Aldwyth’s large collage works. She seems 
to be interested in not only what lies on either side of a defined border, but what lies within the border itself and its 
consequences. 
Figure 3.1: Aldwyth, Where Were You When the Moon Was Full? (2001-2005). Collage on Okawara paper, 72.75x117.25". 
Collection of Telfair Museum of Art. Courtesy of the artist. 
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the outside of this dividing line, Aldwyth has arranged a dizzying array of images of land and sea 
creatures, severed arms and hands, paper eyes, and vehicles. The animals – from large whales, 
sharks, manatees, and sea birds to small crustaceans, shellfish, fry, and fingerlings – eat and are 
eaten by each other, reflecting the viscous cycle of animal life. Boats of all shapes, types, and 
sizes, submarines, hot air balloons, airplanes, blimps, and open parachutes depict acts of rising, 
falling, and moving through space, positioned above and below water. Arms and hands, 
separated from their owners, grab, grasp, and push, drawing a series of connections between the 
assemblages of images in the collage.  
Within the elliptical boundary, the waves cut from the border of the tide log make their 
appearance, constituted as a churning sea filled with boats sailing and sinking and hands rising 
from the angry depths, begging to be saved. Above the central sea, space shuttles, gliders, and 
warplanes fly as though dogfighting, while below the sea, torpedoes and U-boats hurtle towards 
the turmoil, attacking and defending from the depths. On the edge of the border, surrounded by a 
circle of cycling moons, floats a small island, on which two trees stand calm among the carnage. 
The Megaloponera foetens rests on the tree on the right, observing the surrounding negotiations 
between the natural, the manmade, and human hands themselves. The work of sense-making in 
this collage is perplexing, in part because there is so much going on. Yet, through close looking 
and contextual clues provided by the artist, we can come closer to understanding the work that 
this piece does. 
As Aldwyth writes, Where Were You When the Moon Was Full is an “observation from 
the edge of the art world in a blizzard of watching eyes. The waves and moons cut from local 
tide logs are the bones of this collage, hands are the flesh – the rest is fate.”89 Amid the chaos of 
 
89 Aldwyth, “Where were you when the moon was full?” Aldwyth, accessed April 14, 2021, 
http://www.aldwyth.com/where-were-you-when-the--moon-was-full-2/. 
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the piece, Aldwyth is “perched on my island, situated on the cusp of everything complete with 
Megaloponera foetens, [where] I can take in everything while ‘inhaling the spore’.”90 Aldwyth’s 
description and context can help us to better understand this work and what it “does” – or, in the 
artist’s terms, what the “facts” of the piece are.  
Where Were You When the Moon Was Full utilizes the same clustered medallions used in 
Casablanca and Twinkle, Twinkle/Twinkle, Twinkle (verso), among other large collage works, to 
represent different elements of the art world and the ways in which they “fight it out to find the 
right spot when the moon is full.”91 These medallions represent archetypes, abstract entities, and 
positions within the art world. Each has their role: “The Collector,” “The Curator,” “The Critic,” 
“The Dealer,” and “The Foundation” all grease the gears of the art world, dictating, in no 
particular order, what art gets made, in which institutions it is displayed, to whom it is sold, the 
lenses through which it is viewed, and how the money makes the (art) world go round. Abstract 
entities like “The Conversation,” “The Materials,” “The MFA,” “The Job,” and “The Hazards” 
speak to the trials and tribulations of a working artist as a player in the greater game that is the 
“art world,” seemingly the central concern of the piece. Aldwyth represents six formulations – 
permutations of positions of the “outs” and the “ins” – through the lunar boundary line. Thus, the 
“ins” work to maintain their position on the inside, try to get to the outside, and “help (harm)” 
outs through their interior presence. The “outs” try to get through the door to the inside, try to get 
back inside, and exist in comfort on the outside. It is unclear how penetrable the border is, if at 
all. It is not unclear, however, how Aldwyth positions herself in this dialectic between the inside 
and the outside. 
Aldwyth highlights three places in her key to Where Were You When the Moon Was Full: 
 
90 Ibid. 
91 Aldwyth, Mark Sloan, and Rosamond Purcell, 99. 
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“The Right Place,” “The Wrong Place,” and “My Place.” On “My Place” – her island (Figure 
3.6), nestled comfortably between the inside and the outside – she is neither right nor wrong. 
There, she can feel the pulse of the inside while breathing the fresh air of the outside. This 
positionality gives her the ability to create her art, which relies on a multifaceted and 
comprehensive knowledge of the (cycling) tides and phases of the art world, as well as the means 
Figure 3.2: Aldwyth, detail from Where Were You When the Moon Was Full? (2001-2005). Collage on Okawara paper, 
72 ¾x117 ¼". Collection of Telfair Museum of Art. Courtesy of the artist. 
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and ability to navigate it without being swept away by winds or rushed away by water. Aldwyth 
has witnessed the art world from afar, blazing her own trail from Hilton Head, South Carolina, 
far away from any art epicenter, yet she does her work with care, candor, and no lack of 
precision. The Megaloponera foetens is Aldwyth’s avatar and companion in this work, as in all 
her large collages which feature its small form, depicting an ascension to an observation point 
sufficient for seeing the world and all its happenings. The ant is high above the sea, among the 
birds and dirigibles. It has crawled up from the forest floor, impelled by the very nature of the 
fungus (art itself) to pursue the worthy challenge of art. Unable to do anything else, it works, 
trolling away until the elevation of the vantage point is reached. Then it rests, then it dies, and 
then it undergoes an apotheosis of sorts, setting the stage for its total consumption and the 
recycling of the seemingly endless cycle. Thus, the artist lives and dies in pursuit of art. 
Aldwyth thrives at being in the right place at the right time, even if that “right place” and 
“right time” are not quite what they seem. Her art reflects this principle. Just as the ant inhales 
the spore by chance, so does she. This chance – the circumstance of a life lived in service and 
admiration of art – is what makes Aldwyth tick. It is also what gives her art its dimensions of the 
fantastical, the wonderous, and the playful, which, although present, are not the primary “work” 
of her art. Just as the Megaloponera foetens is a “real” ant – real not in the way that the 
Cameroonian stink ant itself is real, but real in that an ant that engages in the behavior of the 
Megaloponera foetens does somewhere exist – Aldwyth’s art engages in a certain realism. This 
realism, which Aldwyth calls “just the facts, man,” allows her to tell stories through the curation 
of images of art. This adherence to the real does not stop her admirers from comparing her to 
artists like Hieronymus Bosch or Joseph Cornell or comparing her visual language to that of the 
Victorians. To Aldwyth, these comparisons are perplexing – although it is “very flattering to be 
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considered with [Cornell] … I don’t think what we do is very much alike. Just because we both 
work with collage and make boxes, it’s very different.”92 Again, I am reminded that Aldwyth 
sees her work in terms of assembled, evocative, and uncertain fact. 
  
 
92 Aldwyth in conversation with the author, July 21, 2020. 
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Conclusion: Parting Thoughts 
 This thesis is about the ways in which Aldwyth uses conceptual metaphors, themselves 
drawn from different ways of organizing knowledge about art and art history, to decenter canons 
and structures of art history, and to reimagine new ways of understanding the production of art-
historical knowledge. In the introductory chapter, “The World According to Aldwyth,” a critical 
foundation for this work is laid through an analysis of The World According to Zell. The first 
chapter, “An Archaeology of Intention and Barbie Doll Limbs,” unpacks Cigar Box 
Encyclopaedia, highlighting the ways in which Aldwyth uses the form of the encyclopedia to 
organize seemingly disparate objects around the arbitrary structure of the alphabet, exposing the 
encyclopedia as a non-objective epistemological entity. The second chapter, “Given(s),” explores 
Aldwyth’s use of the form of the constellation map in Twinkle, Twinkle, in which she utilizes the 
constellation as a figurative and narrative element in a story about twentieth-century art with her 
at its center. The third chapter, “Consider the Stink Ant,” explains Aldwyth’s use of the 
Megaloponera foetens in her large collage works and the ways in which the ant provides a guide 
to understanding and interpreting Aldwyth’s art.  
At the end of this project, we bring these perspectives, generated from conversations with 
the artist and the artwork itself, together. Their conjunction yields two major conclusions. One, 
deeply personal, involves the ways in which an American artist positions herself against a 
perceived canon of American art that marginalizes her because of her sex, her geographical 
position and privilege relative to the art world, and the kind of art she makes. Analysis of 
Aldwyth’s work elucidates her purposeful assault on art history as a masculinist canonical 
project. The media, technique, and composition of her collage and assemblage works reveal her 
attitudes – be they overt or more subliminal – towards institutional structures of art-historical 
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power. She revises and revisions a canonical narrative of art through her work, inserting herself 
and others marginalized by many of the same categories and factors of privilege by which she is 
marginalized, into the fray. This work is important and impactful and provides us a landscape 
upon which to continue our explorations into canon construction and negotiation of art-historical 
narrative. 
The other, more far-reaching, involves the structuring of knowledge and canon formation 
through aesthetic interventions in everyday life. Aldwyth’s art, aesthetically compelling and 
conceptually complicated, is a singular means of unraveling a convoluted and multifaceted knot 
of associations and connections wound around a notion of the art world. The work of unpacking 
Aldwyth’s art – of excavating and interpreting it through acts of looking – is the primary work of 
my thesis. My deep dives into The World According to Zell, Cigar Box Encyclopaedia, Twinkle, 
Twinkle/Twinkle, Twinkle (verso), Casablanca, and Where Were You When the Moon Was Full 
begin this project, and set the stage for future explorations of Aldwyth’s complex visual art.  
Aldwyth’s art is full of secrets. The nooks and crannies of her assemblage art and the 
miniscule paper elements of her collages oftentimes do not show themselves at first glance (or 
second glance, or third glance, or fiftieth glance). Her works, like puzzles, must be put together 
and taken apart. The picture the puzzle shows is one about making sense of the world around us. 
Aldwyth recognizes that this puzzle can be assembled and disassembled in an infinite number of 
ways, which is perhaps why she continues to make art today and every day. It seems the fungal 
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